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FOREWORD

The need for competent administrators of vocational education has'long

been recognized. The rapid expansion of vocational.education programs and

increased student enrollments have resulted in a need for_increasing numbers

of vocational,administrators at both the Tetondary and postsecondary levels.

Preservice and inservice administrators need to be well prepared for the com-

plex and unique skills required to successfully direct vocational programs.

The effective training of local administrators has been hampered by the

limited knowledge of the competencies needed by local administrators and by

the limited availability of competency-based materials specifically designed

for the preparation of vocational administrators. In response to this press-

ing need, the Occupational and Adult Education Branch of the U.S. Office of

Education, under provisions of part C--Research of the Vocational Education

Amendments of 1968, funded the National Center for a scope of work entitled

"Development of Competency-Based
Instructional Materials for Local Adminis-

trators of Nocational Education" during the period 1975-77. That project had

two major objectives:

1. To conduct research to identify and nationally,verify, the competen-

cies considered important to local administrators of vocational

education.

2, To develop and field test a series of prototypic competency-based

),'

instructional packages and a user's guide. One hundred sixty-six,

(166) high priority competencies we identified and six prototypic

modules and a user's guide were developed, field tested, and revi'sed.

Although six modules had been developed, Many mdre were needed to have

competency-based materils that would address all the important competencies

that had been identifi4 and verified. In September 1978 several states

joined with the National Center for Research in Vocational ,Education to form

the Consortium for the Development of,Professional Materials for Vocational

Education. Those states were Illinois, Ohio, NOrth Carolina, New York, and

Pennsylvania. The first five states were joined by Flor5da and Texas later

,( in the first year. The first objective of the Consortium was to develop and

field test additional competency-based administrator modules of which this is

one.

Several persons contributed to the successful de-velopment and field test-

ing of this module on managing school personnel affairs. David R. Greer,

Graduate Research Associate, assumed the major responsibility for reviewing

the literature and for preparing the actual manuscript. Recognition also goes

to the two consultants who helped,conceptualize the module and prepared draft

materials for the manuscript: Robert Frum, Superintendent, Columbiana County

Joint Vocational School District, Lisbon, Ohia; and Harry Miller, Associate

Dean, School of Technical Careers, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale,

Illinois.
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INTRODUCTION
,

An organization is only as good as t people that belong to it. This

axiom of organizational theory is no less true when applied to vocationaledu-

cation institutions.. In the process of insuring that a school is composed of

the highest qualiity of personnel available, its administration must attend to

several steps of a personnel cycle, including recruiting and selection, orien-

tation, assignment, promotion or reassignment,,evaluation, development, and '

ultimately, separation, whether through resignation, dismissal, or retirement.

A significant responsibility for the wise utilization of a staff member

rests with his/her immediate supervisor. Many of these matters are covered by

other modules in this series, namely Supervise Vocational Education Personnel,

Appraise the Personnel Development Needs of Vocational Education Teachers, and

Evaluate Staff Performance. The initial steps of the personnel selection pro-

cess are dealt with in Select School Personnel.

What remains to be covered by this module, then, are those functions that

are often delegated to a central office staff that is not always in personal,

day-to-day contact with the faculty and staff members, but has an important

role nevertheless. Specifically, the matters of developing and informing

the staff about procedures, maintaining personnel records, preventing or

swiftly handling grievances, administering fringe benefits, and mdnitoring.

staff absences are the content Of this module.

OBy successfully completing this module,.the administrator will be able to

perate or supervise those behind-the-scenes aspects of an institutional per-

sonnel operation that will enhance the maintenance of morale and in the most

effective utilization of the abilities and talents of the staff.
..

,

,
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1.

Module Structure and Use

This module cpntains an introductionVnd four sequential learning experiences.

Overviews, which precede each learning experience, contain the objectives

for each experience and a brief description of what the learning experience

involves.

Objectives ItitOfildrabRafiR7Vigt.
fraOAT: sttua1on, iflanages

the 't1minstr

Enabling ObjectiveS:

irn n a1:admlnis-
iool. plkes9nPel affijii-s; Air.

°Ye re:SP:110e rt0 On9,

AqWessihe

1. After completing the required reading, critique an

administrator's performance in developing personnel

procedures, and correct a given personnel handbook,

providihg additional or revised items as needed.

(Learning Experience I)

2. After completing the required reading, critique an

administrator's performance in handling a personnel

grievance. (Learning Experience II)

' 3. After completing the required reading, critique an

administrator's plrfomance in administering staff

benefits .and leaAland absence policies. (Learning

Experience III)

\,

Resouraes A list of the outside resources that supplement those con-

tained within the module follows. 'Check with your resource

person (1) to determine the availability,and the location

of these resources, (2) to locate additional references

specific tk your situation, and (13) to get'assistance in

setting up activities with peers or observations of skilled

admlinistrators.

Learning Experience I

Optional

SAMPLS OF PERSONNEL HANDBOOKS used in educational

instjitutions that you can review and compare.

SAM LES OF RESOURCE FORMS AND FILE CONTENTS LISTS

used in educational institutions that you can review

and compare. .

3



Learnini Experience II

Optional

A GRIEVANCE HEARING that you may attend (if open to
the public).

A CHAIRPERSO OF A GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE.whom you can
interview. (7so

THE FILMS about arbitration: "The Drama Coach
Grievance," "Diipute Settlement in Public Employ-
mentThe Lost Fringe Benefit," and "Trouble in the
Firehouse," available from the Publications Depart-
ment, American Arbitration Association, 140 West 51st
Street, New York, NY 10020.

A FILM PROJECTOR for viewing a filmed presentation.

Learning Experience III,

Optional

A CONSULTANT SPECIALIZING IN BENEFITS PROGRAMS whom
you can interview.

EXAMPLES OF BROCHURES OR OTHER INrORMATIOPAROUT
BENEFITS PROGRAMS provided by educational institu-
tions, which you can review and compare;

Learning Experience IV

Required

AN ACTUAL ADMINISTRATIVE SITUATION in which, as-part
of your duties, you can manage school personnel
affairs.

A RESOURCE PERSOU to assess your competency in man-
aging school personnel affairs.

Selected Mails Adminiitratorrefers to a member of th on.dary or.post-
secondary adMinistrative-team. ThiS generic erm, except
where otherwise specified., refers to the comm nity college
Oresident, viCe-president, dean, or director, or o the
secondary school principal, director, or su ptendent.

Board--refers to the secondary or postsecon,ttary educational
governing body. Except where otherwise sp cified, the term
"board" is used to refer to a board of educ n and/or a
board of trustees.

4



User's Guide

Institution--refers to a secondary or postsecondary educa-

tional agency. Eicept where otherwise specified, thi

generic term is used to refer synonymously to secondary

schools, secondary vocational schools, area vocational

schools, community colJeges, postsecondary vocational and

technical schools, and trade schools..

Resource Person--refers- to the professional educator who is

directly responsible for guiding and helping you plan and

carry out your professional development program.

TeaCher/Instructor--these terms are used interchangeably to

refer to the person who is teaching or instructing students

in a secondary or postsecondary educational institution.

-J
For information that is common to all modules, such as

proceddres for module use, organization of modules, and.

definitions of terms, you should refer to the following

supporting document:

Guide to Using Competency-Based Vocational Education ,

Administrator Materials. Columbus, OH: The Center for

Vocational Education, The Ohio State UniverA, 1977.

4

This module addresses task statement numbers 57, 58, 64-67, 69,,4%.72-74, 77,

79, 80, and 101 from.Robert E. Norton et al., The Identification and National

Verification of Competencies Important to Secondary and Post-Secondary Admin-.

istrators of Vocational Education (Columb.0110H: The Center for Vocational

.cducation, The Ohio,State University, 1977). The 166 task statements in this

document, which were verified as important, form the research base for the'

National Center's competency-based administrator module development.

1
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Learning Experience I

OVERVIEW

Activity

Optional
Activity

karI

OptionM
lho,Attivity

Activity

After completing the required reading, critique an admin.

Astrator's performance in developing personnel procedures,

and correct a given personnel handbook, providing additional

or revised items as needed.

You'will be reading the information sheet, "Personnel Policy

and Procedures, Handbooks, and Records," pp. 9-23. 7-

You may wish to collect samples of handbooks from other eau--

cational institutions in order to compare their organization

and contents, and to identify useful featilres or provisions.

You may wish to examine some of 'the personnel forms and

other contents of personnel files from other educational

institutions, in order to compare their forMat and use.

You-will be Teading the "Case Study," pp. 25-26, and cri-

tiquing the performance of,the administrator described in

developing personnel. procedures.

con-F-1667a



OVERVIEW continued

"AL

Ar:

Ott will tg evaluating,your cank6,hcy- -tritiquing.tha
nistratces-Performanee in dev*pihg,personnel 4.!011-4-0

-A4sobparing_vytH.cotPletOL&EttispW' tthjie '..MosteLgrie41_

.

\-
V.

You will be reading the "Case Situation," p. 29-30, analyz-
ing a given portion of a personnel'handbogkk.and providing
additional or reVised items for that handbooV

You wil4be evaluatihg your competenty in corrctirW the,
hypothetical handbook by comparing your changes with the:,
"Model Corrections, p. 31: /
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Activny For Information about how to d velop personnel policy and pro-

cedures, prepare'a personnel-Andbook, and organize a personnel

records system, read the following information sheet.
t

4
PERSONNEL POLICY AND PROCEDURES, HANDBOOKS, AND RECORDS

Because personnel operations are governed at times by both policy and

procedure, it will be worthwhile to carefully differentiate between these two

concepts at the outset.

A poli y is a general statement made by the institution's board that $

sets forth he board's wishes or beliefs about the purpose, role, and values

to be serve by various aspects of the institution's program, administration,

or person Policies indicate what is wanted and why, and perhaps to what

degree. As s4h, they give a framework or direction to the administrators,

staff, and fatilty.

A proce ure is a specific strategy or method by which the administration

seeks to carry out the wishes that are explicit or implicit in board policy.

Thus,/procedures explain the how of personnel operations in more detailed

terms: on what form; by what deadline, through which channels, meeting what

criteria, and so on. Procedures are, of course, open to review by the board

in the event that it i,felt that they are not in'tccord with the letter or

She spirit of a given policy. However, procedures arise from within`the

dmi-nistration, which also has the right to revise theM, and the responsibil-

ity to assure that they are clear to and underStood by-those- affected..

Typical personnel policies adopted by boards of schools or colleges

deal with nondiscriminif6FTWing practices, privacy of employment recortis,

recourse available to persons having a grievance, or the intent to provide a

given level of compensation and benefits:

Administrative procedures corresponding to these polides might include

(1) a description of those place5. where hiring announcements are'to be posted

t
and for how long, ( ) a listing 'of those persons having access to employee

records and which,p rts of the records they may review, (3) a chart of dead-

lines and channels r a grievance resolution process, and (4) the announce-

ment of an enrollment period of dental 'health insurance for employees and

their dependents, accompanied by the necessary forms.

Policy Development Methods

Now that you'are aware of the basic contents of a personnel policy, you

should turn your attention to the process by which such a policy can be devel-

oped. .This approach will apply/equally well to the process of drafting speci-

fic procedures, except qf course that the step of obtaining boardpproval is

9



not necessary. In fact, it can serve yOu adequately whenever you develop a
policy and procedure document for any administrative area, not just personnel.,

Existing practices. A good place to begin is with your institution's
current set of practices) In effect, you should collect some data about
present methods used, of those that have established clear precedent. This

type of research obviously can be helpful to you if you have recently joined
the institution, or have just received a new assignment that includes per-
sonnel -responsibility. However, it is equally useful even if you have beer),
involved with these activities for a long/time. Often', in these cases,

people's methods have gradually changed. Or, situations have changed, but
new methoas have not yet been developed in response. Or, some persons would
like to improve their ways of performing some tasks, but are afraid to pro-
ceed without authorization. By asking new questions, not taking anything for
granted, and seeking fresh ideas, you can use this step of policy and proce-
dure development as a stimulus for initiating necessary change.

Among the questions you shodld aSk yOurself and others as you study cur-
rent practices are the following:

. What is your role in the personnel system?

what tasks do you perform within this role?

With whom mt*t you interact t accomplish these tasks?

Where do you get the informatirlyou need to function effectively?

Why do you use the particular methods you do?

Are changes needed? Can they be accomplished in an educationally
sound manner or in the face of certain political conditions?

Existing rules. Once you have developed a complete and accurate picture

of how things are done in reality, you should next search available institu-
tional documents to see how things are supposed to be done. That is, you

should studltrhe minutes of board meetinulty/administrative rules,
handbooks, agrating manuals, and so on. This process will probably reveal

some area's in which actual practices depart from policy, policy statements do
not cover some activities, or the policy documents have fallen out of date.

Next, you should expand your search, looking beyond the boundaries of
the institution for other sources of official policy. State law and the regu-
lations published by your state department of education are good places to
begin. If your institution has received some type of federal aid (grant or
contract), you should check for rules associated with that program, or look
for general provisions in the Federal Register. n addition, you might want

to examine the guidelines of a personnel mana association or other busi-
ness/professional societies.

"Idea shopping." After you have this broad perspective of what is and
what ought to be, you could benefit from informal comparisons with colleagues
in other organizations to discover how they carry out personnel actjvities.

10
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41Klthough you would be most interested in the functions of other educational
nstitutions,cyou might also benefit from learning about practices in such

other firms as service businesses, small industries, hospitals, social service
agencies, or certain nonprofit organizations. Developing friendships with
other personnel administrators through membership in service clubs,,profes-
sional associations, or civic groups is one way to promote the contacts that
make this type of information-shering possible. Another way is by attending
conferences or career development workshops in this area, whether sponsored by
a professional association or a government agency.

Employee Participation. It is important that you work, from the very
beginning, with representatives of those personnel categories--instructional,
professional, administrative, clerical, custodial, technical, etc.--affected
by new or revised procedures. PerhSps your institution already has estab-
lished a standing committee for personnel, or One is contained within the
structure df a faculty senate, or is part of the organization of a teachers
association or the locals of various employee unions.

1

For such a committee(s) to be fully useful, it should be comprehensive
(representing all employment categories as well as major administrative
units), comprised of active, intigrested members, and provided with dynamic
leadership. It is especially important that the asSistant superintendent for
personnel, the vice-president for administration, or other administrator in
charge of personnel matters be included as a key member, or chairperson, of
this committee.

The involvement of all these persons will provide channels for the
infusion of new ideas, help secure feedback from indidduals likely to be
affected, and facilitate making decisions among alternative proposals having
different sets of advantages and limitations.

Drafting the policy. Finally, it is time to sit down and draw all these
ideas together into a comprehensive, accurate, but flexible document. This

task will be easier if you continue to include people from any committee that
was involved. Their presence will ensure that thelanguage selected applies-
to all the personnel categories affected by each procedure. In addition this
approach will give them a feeling of ownership in the procest, thereby facili-
tating'the implementation process that comes later. You should also employ
legal assistance at this point--if you haven't already done so when you were
researching state and federal laws. An attorney can help ensure that the

policy statements you draft are clear, well defined, within present statutory
limitations, and enforceable.

Policy approval. Another important step of the policy development pro-
cess is to secure approval of the document by.the insTiTiTion's governing
board. If you are not the chief administrator yourself, then you will need
to route your finished draft through him/her to the board; perhaps the admin-
istrator will wish to ask key staff members to give the policy a final review
before the board acts on it officially.

,



Dissemination and evaluation. Once approved, the policy should be

disse51hated widely throughout the institution, with copies being distributed
to all persons affected by it, and a copy being available for review by any

interested person. And, of course, you need to be continuously attentive to

future needs for evalua n and revision of the policies. You cannot expect

them to be valid for all tilde. You should, in fact, reexamine the new poli-

cies a few months a ter they have been fully implemented (the "shakedown" or
"break in" period) and then at fixed, longer intervals thereafter,,e.g..,

every two yea,.

The Personnel Policy Procedures Handbook
,

----I/ The last step of policy/procedure preparation--dissemination and evalu-
ationleads into ;he subject of a personnel handbook, The overall purpose of

a personnel handbook is to icovide administration and staff with a written,

systematic guide to the pres ribed standard operations and behavior expected

within the,work environment. A handbook can help an administrator avoid s, .

delays in decision making (or no decision), argi can protect staff from the
possibility of hastily made or arbitrary rulings. In addition, the handbook

improves communication and dec.i.sion making in three ways.

First, by clarifying and explaining policies and procedures, it is more
likely that morale problems, complaints, and grievances can be avoided before

they axise. The handbook enables employees to determine for themselves whom
to go to for what, thus reducing the likelihood that a person's problem will

be passed along or lost in the shuffle. '

Second, a personnel handbook can assist in the organization's affirma-
tive action efforts' by providing documentation of employment opportunities

and prac ices. Although the development of a personnel handbook does not in

itself Larantee compliance, it does provide a public document by which all
employ s may determine if the organization is acting in good faith.

Finally, the handbook enables administrators to provide fair and consis-
tent leadership by helping them know how to interpret policy effectively,

clearly, and properly in order, to avoid arbitrary employment practices. At

the same time, it "makes public" the standards and criteria by which their
decisions and actions can be judged.

Handbook contents. A general rule to start from is that all policies and

procedure that affect personnel should be inclUded in the institution's hand-

book. If the institution is small, or doesn't have many rules and policies,
then this Information might be included in a basic teachers/staff manual or
handbook that includes all information of use to the employees, such as the

following:

School calendaie

Des,cription of student services

Opess code and code of conduct

12
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ISchedules for classes

Student activities and sports

Fire and emety procedures

Rules on use of mail, phone, and copying services

Maps and floor plans of the facilities

Policies about records; grading, travel, purchasing, lesson planning,
and--oh yes--personnel

On the other hand, if the institution is large or has many complex rules,
it might be to its advantage to publish separate handbooks or policy/proce-
dure guides for personnel, as well as for academic/curricular affairs, busi-
ness practices, professional development, and so on. Further, if there are
several subordinate units, such as departments or vocational service areas,
these units should be afforded the opportunity to issue supplements to the
procedures, especially if there is a great deal of peer review or participa-
tory governance within the unit.

If there is a union contract or other negotiated agreement that parallels
some of the provisions of the personnel policies and procedures (usually on

/ such matters as seniority, holidays, pay and benefits, job descriptions), then
this agreement should be published as an appendix to the handbook, and its
mportant passages should be cross-indexed.

Aft Internally the personnel handbook can contain many items. Sample 1 is a

grist of the most common subjects covered, but your institution might have some

others not listed there.

Handbook organization. There are many ways in which you can arrange the

contents of a handbook. The guiding principle should be to'respect the con-

venience of the user. In most cases, this means that policies affecting
related matters should be located close together. In preparing the pages,

it would also be a good idea to place no more than one major rule, policy, or

procedure on one page (of course, some may require several pages). Then you

could rearrange pages until the optimum sequence was obtained, and finally
develop a table of contents, located at the front of the manual and arranged

in the same manner as flit/manual is.

If you desire to "codify" the rules with some system, numbers and deci-
mals are probably better than letters, since letters might suggest some rela-
tionship to a particular word or topic--but there may be several words that
could be associated with one letter. (For example, would the "A" section be

for "Appointments" or "Absences"?)

Pages should, for stmplicity, be numbered with the usual arabic numbers
(1, 2, etc.), and these numbers shown in the table of contents.

Two additional measures can help, your readers find their way through the

manual. First, provide an index--a list of subjects placed at theback of

13



SAMPLE 1
- -" -

.A TYPICAL CONTENTS-OF'pERSONNEL HANDBOOKS

taint.; ,

_
tnp1Oytstitent t7

and, -advertisement
. -

Inter.Ow-kocets-
, -Selettidn' Committees or panels

Probationary periods..
:Types of appointment: regular,

casual ;JO l-tiMe, part-time

-,-kaYflanck-Berie.fits

' - , Jeb-geScriliticins-and- categories
I -41-apy sche-dUle

tvertime rates _

-- itetirenient -systems

=_EmploYe'es insurance: hospitalization,
dental., etc.

-14orker,14...caapinsatinn--

-Tai-deferra annuities
: -4101On---.asAisance and-reimbursement

.

4

4file.17WcY,-*090'
Milftar S'

_

Reprimand andwarning

Probation."
Suspension

Dismissal

Appeals

Grievances

Definitiont
Due process

Grievance steps

Evalbation and Staff Development

Evaluation period
cSliting respontibility

Forms and records

Individual staff development plans

Promotion:and Tenure

Classifications and rank
Pot iCationfnomination
Peer review. .0 .

Administratiye revieir.
Rights of tenure

Termination'.

- -Resignation. .

7.7". .

TCAgF,Yt.,
-09rif010.1L. .

" ,
sr,

Financial- exilencyitpiritCOons: n:Orce;
-

1:z;;;;- coi-vAr "TOO:410A;
: .
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S le manual, with entries arranged alphabetically. If several synonyms can

e thought of for some policy name, t en 1st all (for example, absence,

leave, and vacation; or sick- leave add illnes Second, describe to your

reader, very early in the handbook, the scheme which the contents have

been arranged.

. A few other tips are worth noting. Since procedures are subje t to

change (as policies, circumstances, or administrators change), the tructure

of the handbook should be flexible enough to accommodate this. A 1 ose-leaf

format suits this purpose, but makes page control difficult. (-Rag s tan be

inserted incorrectly. Pages can be removed and lost. Out of date pages may /

be retained, rather than replaced by new versions.) Thus, when ne or changed/

pages are issued, they should carry the date of their preparation r revision /

. in a uniform, prominent place. In any case, each policy/procedure entry

should be annotated by the date of its adoption, and the nape or t tle of itS

drafter or approving authority. (Example: "Adopted May 13, 19-- by board";'

or "Revised by direction of business officer October 25, 19--, in aceordanc

with State Law 1356.07.)

Supplemental information measures. Regardless of how cleverly codifipd,

how clearly written, or how scrupulously updated i s, a personnel handb9ok

by itself cannot suffice as the sole means of infor g faculty and staffiof

personnel policy and procedure. Obviously, it is useless if its existeqe is

unknown; therefore, it shoUld be distributed to new employees at me of/their

very first welcome or orientation sessions. At that time, its use should be

encouraged, and some key sections should be summarized or emphasized. :

During certain times of the year, when selected provisions of th

book are particularly relevant (for example, absences due to snowstor s, or .

scheduling of vacations, or updating of income tax withhold 441 er icat s),

the pertinent portions of the,handbook should be reviewed with's. aff. T

could be done in staff meetings, by memorandum (Which might go so far to

quote the necessary passage) (sample 2), through bulletin board notices, or

via a staff newsletter or other periodical widely read by the institution's

personnel (sample 3).

The same means should be employed.when a new policy or procediire has

been adopted--or better yet, when a change is being first consi,derad, the

better to solicit staff comments and ideas. Once it becomes effective, the

new or changed procedure should then be sent personally to all holders of the

handbook, along with a memo that calls attention to its key provisions, and

that clearly describes how the handbook should be updated (e.g., tbe loose-

leaf page substitutions, fobtnbting, or pen-and-ink annotation). j For maximum

possible control, maintain a list of all perso s to whom the policies were

sent, require written acknowledgement of their receipt, assign serial num-

bers to each copy of the handbook, and place,a opy i the library/learning

resources center, in the central personnel offic. an in an accessible room

or office in each building.

Staff meetings. Since staff meetings are often eroefessed

purpose of employee information, they deserve further dis

1 5
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SAMPLE 2

MEMORANDUM ANNOUNCING NEW POLICY

trN,

New York State College/of Agriculture and Ufe Sciences
a Statutory College of the Stlis University
Cornell University

Department of Education
Stone Hall
Ithaca, N. V. 1

Subject: Un versity-wide and Departmental Smoking Policy

As indicata in the April 30, 1981 1Cornell Chronicle, the,
. following policj was passed by the Campus Council.

\

1
Lightin# Up Prohibited in Many Places
A new university-v. e smoking

policy was passed by the Campus
Council at its meetink last week.

Section I of the ne3,v policy
prohibits smoking r,n the following.
classrooms, laboratories and
hallviays of academic buildings, on
camPils buses and in university
vehicles used by two or more
persow, in all elevators, at all indoor
athletiOtvents; at all public lectures,
concerts, movies and theatrical
productions and in lobbies and
corridors immediately adjacent to
theaters and lecture halls.

Section Il calls for,the regulation
and establishment of separate
smoking and non-smoking areas or
by prohibiting smoking in cafeterias,
dining and lunch rooms; medical

facilities, libraries and museums,
student, employee and faculty
lounges; restrooms,
PSection III reads: "In offices that
providvegular services to faculty.
A tudenil, or employees, or where
Several people work in close
proxithity, the supervisors should
establish guidelines to protect the

ISrig ts of non-smokers. The guiding
pr nciples should be that no member
of, the community will smoke without
the consent of those around them."
/ The policy also, among other

/things, proposes the establiStent of
/ a permanent commission to monitor

imple entation of the policies on
amok' g and recommends that the
Unive'rsity Health Services start an
education campaign about the

hazards of smoking and that clinics
should be established to help
community members give up
smoking.

Copies of the complete poli can
be obtained from the Camp
Council Office, 165 Day Hal .

If you have ndt already expressed your concerns, please give
your suggestions f9r implementidg this policy (i.e. smoking and
non-smoking areas) to me or Biarbara Stewart by Wednesday; May 20.

A copy of th complete pOlicy has been requested and will be
available from Barbara in Rdom 100.

/bms

4
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SAMPLE 3

STAFF NEWSLETTER ABOUT PERSONNEL MATTERS
%pm..personreI)or

University Personnel Services Cornell University Ityises. New York
,

14883

Vol. 2 Nos. 4 est 8 January/February 1981

.Superisory
Identification
Program (SIP)
Com Plated
With he completion of the Supervisory

Identi icaticn Progrem (SIP), personnel

report is now being sent to non-academic and
labrary supervisors, in addition to deans,
directors, and department heads.

SIP is part of the UniverSity's ongoing
pr ram to develop effective channels of

ication with supervisors..

October, department heads completed

upervisory identification worksheets for all
;ores Who exercise supervisory authority.

Both exerpt and non-exempt superviabrs were
identified.

The new list will be used for general and
specialized :administrative mailings
(including peasonnel report), as well as for
participation in such supervisory develcsxnent

courses as "Resuats-Oriented Supervision."

Change in Processing of
Student Payroll Forms
Effective inmadiately, departments should

forward student payroll authorization Banns
directly to Payroll. Previously, he forms
were routed through UniVersity Persce1 Ser-
vices.

Par student pay rates over $5.00. an hour,
departments must,attadh a brief jcilo desOriP"
tion to the payroll Authorization form and
forward it to the Student Employment Office,
203 ,Day Hall; for approval. When the pay
rate has been Approved, the Boom will be sent
to the appropriate payroll office for final

processing.

Student payroll mathorization forMs should be
clearly marked "student employee," to avoid
processing delays.

Ste 335031 information, call 6-7170

Supplemental
Retirement
Annuities (SRAs)
As a result of a typesetting error; "Know
Your Benefits?," in the January 22, 1981,

issue of NetWorkinq in the Cornell Chronicle,

incorrectly stated that TIWOREF tax

deferred annuities (SRAs) are available to
executive staff members only.

In fact, all regular exempt and non-exempt
University employees are eligible to partici-

pate in the Supplemental Retirement Annuities
Plan (SRA). This Plan,is designed to allow
employees to set aside'tax deferred retire-

ment fands Whit); will provide benefits in, ,
addition to those paid'by their basic retire-

ment-plan. -/

Contributions to MIAs -are made with before
tax dollars, thereby reducing the employee's
taxable income. Although the University does
not contribute to SRAs, payments are made
through payroll deductions.

Contributions tç this plan can be placed in
either ,fixed come or common stock invest-
ment funds at the eeployee's option. In

addition, employees can withdraw funds in
cash from an SRA if needed.

!or more information, call 6-5935.

Benet Booklets
Distri ted
Departments are reminded that'booklets for
the University's Group Life, Voluntary
Accidental Dead) & Dismemberment, and Long
Term DisabilitY'Plans Whidh were distributed
earlier in the yeak, should"be forwarded to
eeployees Whb may be but of work on Dis-
ability, Faculty Salary Continuation, .or

Leave of Absenoe.

bar more information, call 64936.
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APpointing
Temporaries,
to the Pityroll
Terporary full- or part-tire
enployment for a period of' 1
months. To avoid processing
appointing new temporary empl
payroll, the following forms
warded to the Compensation
sity Personnel Services:

Statutory temporary (less than 3 months)

Nonacademic AppoinbTent Form
-41-4 Tait ExenpticreCertificate
Retirement Form

olnnent Is
a than six
delais.. in

to the
d be for-

icn of Dniver-

Statutory teinFordrY- (ckT.r

All of t..).* above force plus health
insurance forms

, Erxioded tenporary

3 months)

Nonaosdenic Jiff:ointment Form
-41-4 Tax Exert:tier: Certificate

The Nonacademid Aproini.ment Fonn shouldle as

worki -7-title-rhours-tcrbr-worketrspeci
precira's possible, 'nein:ling a specific

ending date, and a temporary pay rate. Refe.r.
to the "Pay Scale for ,'Dernporary/ensual
Dtploynent" for terporazY , pay i,rates and
working titles. (pee ''Gridelines for
Temporary Vmplcyrent," Sept-19804: .

Temporary appointment en:ten:acne for six
nonths will require the approval , of the
Manager of Coopenaation. For more infonwo
don call Canpensatice 6=7170, or *suit
theRersonnel Manual (pinker 205),.

Scr-ee
Members of:tilie-Talpkins c'taiy Health 'Depart:4.
-merit -are: condnot bloaeszr e=
screenings for individual dePartnents as part
of their Worksite Hypertension Control ,

screenings at °omen began in. 1978 and- are
credited with the, early identification of
high blood presaire--hyperteneionprthrans.
Some of these employees.rene14.under cbserVa-
tiont others have teen referred to their a",
physicianS for treathent,

Of
,

*se identifiel suffering.-fran hper
eel-mice; an encO4raging, percentage are' n.c4-.:

'Coneicleral "controlled," 'Untreated,- hyper.=
tensicn can lead to- stroltee, heart diseaper
and ltidnei-glisease:-, .

Monitoring clinics can,also Or
check blood Sure and provide
and encour4g, eaedbto those under tr

.

DePartrients interest in setting up ,*prkSi:c.a:
blood pressure ,sc shteld ccritaet,
Diane Griffeth, VcePkins 4:Cunty _Tie41th;,
Department,, 2'73-7272. 411 -screening: ajsi
counsel sedsions are free, of

D
personnel .iiPrort is distribbie3_.to,-
dipeCto411; dePIP:Itviit))600, -iiiid,"00P00:"Prst
OOPiett are also' ArCipped-. st.;;all '--carnpue reit'
deliverY pbintn''for
SeParate liat
Terionneif..report,:should,AcInitik:.%

-enployeek-zut1-stiauldl?riell!tfOniii*a
it has :),Seil CirCulated. area-

if.s*e is 04801 fur 45.3i#4,164:
departieenti!:

building selirEin personnel, diStritOte
CcPiei dropped at each-. campia.isail :delivery.
1:044..taP4,,e 0100:.0er.i fox. '4004":10,0r7.

NbilshS nooliLly MmW listiCail'airsnasisa
UnivIrsitif. hes ti1404541itifbulet. to
dein& dirsoksra. and dej)arbnant bnikoritli
dropped a anima mUjna1rwj.IwZiuon.
tar th ternal. distribution argvalialtutar'riankolk"
?Oda* 1br acedsaga enipinisaa.libt booronnaottn
bargaining units niag S goliciaviri =Mad'=RS
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personnelreport

Coordination of
Benefits
The Benefits section'of University Personnel
Services is presently asking all menbe
the Oornell Endowed Group Health Plan
report any additional group insurance c
age which provides them with benefita.

Itis information is required to insure that
employees or dependents covered by more,than
roe plan receive complete coverage and prompt/

. claims processing.

The Coordination of Benefits (COB) cards are
being mailed to each insured individual and
should be returned by February ,13, 1981:

For more information, can 643936.

Position
Reclassification)
Reviews: Guidelines
In order to insure the quickest, most favor-

"able resultS-for-the-reclassification-review
of a current position, departments ate

encouraged to use the following guidel.iipdi

1. Clearly identify the reasons for the

request. Generally, there are only twe
situations which justify reclassifica-
tion:

SUbstantive increase in jOb content

, Evidence that the position is mis-

classified '

2. Canplete 'the JOb Analysis Form fully and

provide:

A covering letter
Thelform itself
A current, specific job description
A current table of organizcItion,,if

applicable

3. Route the request through the appeal-
priate chain of approval for your unit.

60

Th.s nonnally involves your division
V14e President's or Cean's personnel

rep esentative.

4. Avoid the following pitfalls:

Non-specific covering letters
Stressing ta per,formance of the
individual enployee
Overstating the job's minimum re-
quirements
Providing a non-specific job

description
Sending in one or two cases at a
time, when the entire unit is to be

reviewed

For rimy information, call 6-7170.

Results-Oriented
Supervision
Program Begins
The Results-Oriented Supervision program,

(R-OS) is the first part of a 3-year Super-.
vieory Develcsment Program.

Desipled as an introductory overview to

supervision, R-OS is open to all supervisors
identified in the Supervisoçy Identinication
Program conducted by Univ ty Personnel

_

Services this afll. 4

R-OS is designed to help supervisors evaluate
their own skills in management and super-
vision, and,assist tDem in further developing

those skills.

R-OS consists of twelve 2-hour sessionk held
twice a week over an approximately 6-week

Perin

A pilot version of R-0.8 is currently being
presented to a group of supervisors nocdnated
by the Personnel Support Group. They are
critically evaluating each session in order

tO assure the relevance of course content
prior to the official beginning.

The program will officially begin in mid-
Febrdary and will continue until all silver-

visors identified this fall have had the
opportunity to attend.

For more Information, NM 6-7400.
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First of all, determine the purpose of each meeting. If the intent goes
no farther than mere distribution of information, then you can probably accomi
plish those goals better by the othe oeans mentioned earlier. However, if
you sincerely want to solicit fee 'or discussion about new procedures,
thenxmaKe that attempt honest by p oviding (1) ample me for the meeting,
(2) alVance notice about the meeting to facilitat good ttendance, (3) copies
or the agenda or of materials to be discussed, and (4) ci fortable facilities
fOr the meeting.

-

'Second, let everyone attending know what is to be acco4lished Arthe
meeting. The agenda should be open-ended; if not (that is, if only those
items on the agenda may be discussed), then provide advance opportunity for
attendees to suggest agenda items.

Third, do not systematically exclude attendance by some employees by
always scheduling the meeting when-it is impossible or inconvenient for them
to attend. Vary the day and time of meetings if necessary, but do it in an
organized way that everyone is aware of.

Finally, end each meeting with definite decisions. No one should leave
the meetifig wondering "What did we accomplish? Why did we come?" Recap
important decisions or assignments (followed up 6/ written minutes, in outline
or summary form, at least), and restate the date, time, and place of the next
meeting.

Personnel Records

,., The records kept by an institution about its employees are often the sub-

`----)(Ss.

t.oflbsstioning, some of it idle and some of it bitter. As a person joins
taff or faculty, he/she certainly wonders just how much information is

ng retained in that "confidential file," and who has access to it,-and how
it is used. On the other side of the issue, the administrator might feel that
there is never enough accessible information from which to fill out still
another required report, yet he/she is running, out of file drawer space in
which to store all those bulging folders. 4

Clearly, a satisfactory record system must lie somewhere between these
opposing views. The procedures by which records are kept should, be based on
clear policies regarding actess, purpose, retention, and fairness, among

others. And whatever the procedures, they should of course be openly stated
in order to secure the trust of those whose lives are chronicled within the
manila folders and computer discs of the personnel office.

When establishing or reviewing a records retention proc dure, the first
consideration, asjiiscussed earlier, is to comply with the a Olicable provi-
sions of public 1 ws and professjonal ethics. The next consideration relates

to he purposes o'f Keeping records; put 1very simply, if you don't need-infor-
m fon either for reports or decisions hen don't keep it. As a result, the
dministrator should systematically re iew those reports that the inStitution

must periodically submit (to state.or federal agencies, grantors, donors or.

20
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contractors, accreditation agencies, and the like). He/she should also con-

4,
ider the types of decisions that must be made (about budgets,.promotions,

ransfers, salaries, etc.), and that rely on information about an employee

and his/her service to the institution. ,

'

ilInce these needs for data have been determined, the administrator should

devise a system Tffirreduces.as much as possibl.e the number of times the data

must be secured (so as not to bother the employee) and minimizes the number

oft:locations where the data,is filed (to save space and. mulate access).

Finally, decisions must be made about the employee's own access to the records

and his/her prerogative to remove or update the information and documents con-

tained therein.

.
Sample 4 contains a listing of the contents of the personnel files in'a

hypothetical educational institution, including theakource from which the

information is obtained, and the sites where it is 7ethined. Sample 5 shows

a master record card that can be stored also by electronic data processing.

Current, 15ut potentially obsolete, information should receive special

attention. For example, a written reprimand might be temporarily stored in,

the personnel file. If one of the conditions of the reprimand is that it

will be nullified by one year's satisfactory performance, then the adminis-

trator must be certain there is a system that will assure the removal of not

only the reprimand,,but of any evidence that it was ever imposed or filed.

Likewise, a decision should be made about hOw many periodic (usual,ly,

Snnual) evaluation forms are to be retained, or how soon they can be consid-

red to be supersededby subsequent reports. Likewise, letters accumulated

in support of an Wending personnel action (usually promotion, but perhaps

disciplinary action as well) might be considered as removable upon the requett

of the writer, or the beneficiary, under certain conditions.
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SAMPLE 4

CONTENTS-OF PERSONNEL FiLES

Information Item

, Moe

Addiess and phonehcoe, office

ocial Security number (except 11-4)

Sex

Eirthdate

Race

Marital status

lb. of dependents lexcept 11-4)

Medical' .examinatiort

Medical Mstory

Cpuc. record:
%Degrees

Courses, grades, credits

Certi f i tate s

aployment history

Military record

References

COntract terns

Staff develop=ent plans,
'credits'

Disciplinary actions

.
0 Source ,

APOlicint

Leave records
Vacation accrued, Lakin
Sick leave acctued,-taken

Locattoh*

'Pefs Pay ,Supv

"Pers Pay "Supv

- optional (Pers) Pay _

optional

optional

Physician
_ .

Applicant

Transcript
Transcript

Copies of same

Applicant

Dept. Def. Fora 214

Appl. file

Copy of contract

Employee, agency.

Imposing auth.

Supervisor
Syperri sor

Pers

Pets Pay

(Pets)

(Pen) Pay

(Pell)(Pay)

Pers

Pers

Pers P6, Sopv'

Pay Supv

Pay Sop,

Pers Sup

Pers

,Supv

Pers ?ay Supv
1

Supy

Pers1 Payl-Supv

Pay_
-Pay

1 Tax status.-residenry.-exemptions. apt-gee, on IRS ii-.4 form.

Payroll deduction authorizations Employee-. --
,

--Insurance inrolloefit"141r j --EiPtiiyie;-1OrTa. 'T-Piri=zPii- --' -----r---------"-- --:
. -. . . ,

- Perfonunce 4p-iiisals , .
_ .

Cboaendations
- _

Pets Supr_
,

*Peri Pemonnel-iliresiOr
.,

' ---'--7- ;-- ---- -PW-4-1411511-111r1- - ------ - = = -- - - - -7, = -,-----z---i'."--.

.." _Suitt ismedtAte SoPervlso), ..
_,.40nly.i.a.s.lOn_asApolicatile,_ it-Aviiilecitiffectipatosainty:suspens* L.,__-___-.,- __ , ______;,,,,...--

.: .
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AlltPLE 5

PERSONNEL RECORD FORM

LAST NAME

PRES/7(7 ADOAZSS

I

FIRST NAME Iti MI AL PREFIX SU/TLC SOCIAL SECURITY NUNISEA(ri ..:: ) en la In

S"RtET

PERHANIENT ADDRESS tr. otrrgp.so, mow afrovg,

STREET

RACI AL. OR

ETHNIC

CODE WRITE

CITY STATE

STATE

PERSON TO SE CONTACTED IN CASE Of EHERDENCY

LI L.2, Lj LJ
ELLCX R/37*NIC OTHLt

JIM aKall
DersAsLX.0

'Ay

COLUMBUS TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE

PERSONAL DATA SUMMARY

IRTN OATZ
DAy

STATE OF BIRTH

MICR MARITAL
STATUS

LOCAL TELEPHONE

I
DIEM) T.NCY TELEPHONE SPOUSE'S PIRST NAME

OISASILITY TYPE Vt1OUJIrot
WAR SERVED IN

HIGH SCHOOL

CERTIFICATE' REGISTRATION

ASSOCIATE DEGREE

BACHELORS DEGREE

MASTERS DEGREE

DOCTORATE DEGREE

NAJOR AREA OF STUDY OEOREE

YIN

YIN MONTH

OATI IMAMS:TED OR
WIT PAU 0.111CNOLO

MONTH YEAR

YIN

YtN

MONTH YEAH

HOPITH YEAR

YIN MONTH TEM

I
YIN NONTH YEAR

INSTITUTION NAME STATE

1

I.

DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE

1
1

OATt HIRED PATE TERMINATED

r-

1--
RA*E

OROJP
CURRENT WAOE

e

e ANNUM. SALARY

DEPARTNEHT CONTR ACT
TYPE

CIIIPLOYNENT
TYPE

CLASSIFICATION

HOURLY RATE PERCENT Of OATZ LAST RA= AMOUNT LAST
FULL TINE

TENURE EXPERIENCE

REAR REAR
CONS 0 VI ED SUCH ILE RECLIVED

TEACHING RELATED
130N TKACHTNZi

o

RAISE
PERCENT LAST

RAISE

ACCUMULATED

tict LUIZ /MON LL
SUSUMU

VACATION

JOS TITLE



(Optional
\Activity

You may wish to examine firsthand some of the personnel
handbooks used by educational institutions in your arei,or 11.
stale. YOU could arrange (perhaps through your resourck per-
son) to review a copy from each of three to five inst-i-eutionsf-
including a vocational education school or college, qn educa-
tional institution of any sort, and perhaps a governmental or
nonprofit public service agency. As you look throuR4Jhese
handbooks, you could ask questions such as the folloUng:

On what basis is the handbook organized? Is it easy to

find items in given areas?

Does the handbook appear to be complete? What do yOu

think should/should not have been included?

Can you determine who developed the provisions contained
therein? When did they become effective?

Does the handbook seem to be up to date? Would it be

simple to revise it (by changing pages)?

What are the most useful or appealing feat-tires about the
handbook, which you would like to adopt in your own situ-
ation?

You may wish to examine firsthand some of the personnel forms
and lists of other personneLrecords used by educational insti-
tutions in your area or state. You could arrange (perhaps

Optional through your resource person) to review such documents.from
%Activity

vocational education schools or colleges. As you look at these

%MO forms and records, you could ask questions such as the follow-
ing:

t;

Are the forms redundant--that is, do.they require the
employee to provide the same information several times on
different forms?

In how many different locations are complete, or par-
tial, personnel records maintained?

How long are these records retained?

Do the forms and records appear to provide adequate
safeguards for the privacy of employees?
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The following "Case Study" descripes how a vocational educption

administrator developed some orgailized and up-to-date personnel

procedures at her institution. Read the situation'described,

and critique in writing her performance, using the questions at

the end of the case to guide you.

CASE STUDY

After six years as supervisor of trade and industrial education, Wilma
Lombard has been promoted to vocational education director of Shady Valley

School (SVS), a rural, consolidated, comprehensive high school. Since she

is a veteran of the school system, she had already mastered many of the
curriculum and budgeting aspects of her new job. Now she has set out to

straighten up some of the confusing persJnnel practices she had experienced as

a supervisor, and as a teacher, before that. With the permission of the super-

intendent (who joined SVS two years ago), she is reviewing and updating the

procedures applycng to promotion, discipline, merit raises, and dismissal.

C46.1 Ms. Lombard decided not to look for any written descriptioni of proce-

dure ; after 12 years in the district, she had never seen any, so she was sure

they didn't exist. However, she did comb the board minutes for the past 15

Oars, and found only (1) some contradictory resolutions concerning the sus-

pension of teachers for intoxication, (2) a global statement to the effect

hat good teaching would be rewarded by good pay, and (3) a resolution stating

that the board would comply with the 1965 Civil Rights Act when considering

personnel for promotion. .

As a longtime member of the local chapter of the American Management

Association (AMA), Ms. Lombard had several friends who were personnel man-

agers; she also could secure some AMA publications about modelopersonnel prac-

tices. She persuaded one of her club friends (the general manager of a small

factory) and the supervisor of vocational agriculture education to work with

her on two different Saturdays to adapt the AMA documents to their situation

at the school.

After she had prepared a first draft of these procedures, Ms. Lombard .

shared it with one other vocational service area supervisor and the guidance

counselor, asking for their comments within three daxs. They had only a few

suggestions, which she incorporated. She s,ubmitted fier second draft to the

superintendent, along with a full report detailing how she had accomplished

this task. She also cited those areas in which she felt board policy was

silent Dr contradictory on important personnel matters, and she included lan-

guage for a motion she hoped the superintendent would introduce at the net

board meeting to rectify thete problems.

25
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Compare your completed written critique of the "Case Study"

with the "Model Critique" given below. Your response need not
exactly duplicate the model response; however, you should have
covered the same major points.

MODE9RITIQUE

Insofar as Wilma Lombard utilized her own experience, sought the help of
a colleague within the school, and considered the sources available from the

qmanagement community at large, she wisely dealt with her self-appointed task.
Rowever, she overlooked some other resources, and the,superintendent should
ask for more wonk to be done before placing the new procedures into effect.

For example, there is no indication that legal counsel was used. The

AMA "model practices" could not be expected to fit the laws of all states; in

fact, therg might be some statutes peculiar to education in their application

that none of Ms. Lombard's "consultants" would necessarily be aware of. In

fact, she should have talked--earlier--to more people at the school, asking
their opinions and f;inding outTIOTITey thought the personnel system operated
currently, what they would suggest changing, and so on. In particular, she

should have asked for a committee to be appointed formally, and perhaps made
the administrator in charge of personnel operations a key member of this ad

hoc committee. Who knows, she might even have found that there was indeed a
410176Ticy manual or book of instructions (albeit perhaps an inadequae and obso-
lete one) whose provisions would have to be formally superseded.

It was a smart move on Ms. Lombard's part to recognize those areas in
which clear and definite board policy was needed. However, she should prob-

ably have been a little more tactful about proposing Oanges, letting the
superintendent mention it to the board. Then, the superintehdent could per-
haps secure one board member to work with Ms. Lombard to prePare a motion to

which the board would be more receptive.

Leivel of Performance: Your completed critique should have covered the same

major points as the "Model Critique." If you missed some points or have

questions about,any additional points you made, review the material in the
information sheet, "Personnel Policy and Procedures, Handbooks, and Records,"

pp. 9-23, r check with your resource person if necessary.
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The following "Case Situation" describes a situation in which

an administrator wrote the personnel-records section of a

staff/faculty handbook. Read the situation description,
examine closely the outline of the procedure handbook she
drafted, and identify any deficiencies that might exist.

Correct these errors either by providing new items for the

outline, or by correcting and rearranging those already there.

(You can make some of these changes on the,proposed outline
itself or describe them on a separate sheet of paper.)

CASE SITUATION

After correcting her work in the manner suggested in the previous "Model

Critique," our,same subject, Wilma Lombard has, one year later, undertaken to

publish a new section of the recently created personnel handbook. This part

deals with personnel records and files. Here is how she has organized the

draft of this section:

Section 8.0 Personnel RecONs, Files, and Reports

8.1 Policy Statement (from board minutes, February 24, 198-)

8.2 Records Locations (duplicate copies of all contents at each)

8.21 Board clerk/treasurer

8.22 Superintendent '

8.23 Assistant superintendent for business and personnel

8.24 Payroll clerk

8.25 Supervisor

8.3 Fonms to Be Filed
6.31 Application

8.32 Medical,history and examination (all previous)

8.33 Insurance claims
8.34 Disciplinary actions .and letters

8.35 Promotion worksheets

8.36 Annual evaluations and staff development reports

8.37 Current contract

8.4 Reports Based on Files
8.41 Annual salary summary, classified by sex, race, rank,

division

8.42 Vacation schedule (consolidated)

8.43 Leave balances (individual)

8.44 Tax and withholding summary

.29
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8.5 Records Retention

OV4 8.51 Records kept at all locations for three years after separa

tion

8.52 Records consolidated with last supervisor, kept seven more

years

4
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ompare your completed written corrections with the "Model

rections" given below. Your responses need not exactly

duplicate the model responses; however, you should have covered

the same major points.

MODEL CORRECTIONS

The outl¼ wa clear.ly and logically organized, but within those neat

columns were so ions and errors. Most conspicuous by its absence was

any reference to limit ti s to access to the files, that is, guarantees of

privacy. In fac , main ning identical files at fi4 different locations

considerably rai the risk not only that some information discrepancies will

creep in, but that unauthorized disclosure might take place. Does the clerk/

treasurer have any information needs that can't be served by the payroll

clerks' files? Why must the supervisor be burdened by the requirement to file

copies of insurance claims, medical history, or contracts? In short, section

8.2 should be shortened, and the file contents at each location differentiated

to reflect only that administrator's "need to know" at each location. Also, a

section 8.6 on access and privacy regarding files should be added.

If we take theireports in section 8,4 as a given, then the contents of

the files will not be able to support those information needs. Specifically,

vacation records were not included, yet are clearly needed by reports 87.42 and

.43. Likewise no tax exemption/withholding forms (W-4s) seem to .be kept,vet

they're necessary for report 8.44. Furthermore, insorance enrollment formS

are more important than claims (once. they've been paid satisfactorily). _In

addition, thereis no apparent need to retain a promotion worksheet once a

decision has been made each year, but where are the letters of reference that

might have been considered in those deliberations? Moreover, no.mention is

made of. academic records oc-certificates, two important ingredients in salary

determination.

Finally, the files are being retained too iong at too many places; the

best point for consolidation would probably be the superintendent's or assis-

tant superintendent's office.
r

Level of Performance: Your completed corrections should have dealt with most

of the same errors, and corrected them the same way, as was done in the model

responses. If you missed some points or have questions about any,additional

pointg you made, review the material in the information sheet, "Personnel

Policy and Procedures, Handbooks, and Records," pp. 9-23, or check with your

resource person if necessary.

-/
t
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Learning Experience II

OVERVIEW

-
After ompleting. the required re-0199,, p-iti,06, en -AdMin.i..s-r
trator's performapo r,t handling, a, personnel grievance.

'

.,you will be reading the information sheet, ,''.`rievance Proce7
--..dureS:vv, 3548., ,

You. may, wish, to attend a grievance session and otnerve
iati90006010TPS used.

..

7774-1ritar- wisp, to 1 rirervIew 'eh individidiho , isHservi.ng or

*01 ,pas, _served as chalriperscri ckf e, grievan:cp c.9611i#PP,

94-AWYOWO-YIPW_,the filM4 409.0,:ar,01t*I.0114Y4flah
".the: sifter!, rbitretiott'Assdr,- , _.
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OVERVIEW continued
In" tr,7. 7, 7

"dase ,Study," pp, 51-52k and cri,

pf.the admtnistrator docribed.

_,,.._q....qvalqating. your
trator',s, perfOrmance
ar3r19,,,,Y,Put cpp)pleted

cpmR0PncYJR crjti.quing the__
in handling grievance procedure
critique with, the. Model, cm,
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For information about-how to handle complaints and grievances,

read the following information sheet.

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES

The way people work together in an Organization is of critical impor-

tance to the effectiveness of the organization. Beginning with the Western

Electric Company's Hawthorne study, it has.consistently been demonstrated that

efficient production is related to good employee morale. However, in every

employment relationship, some grievances and dittatisfaction inevitably arise.

The causes of dissatisfaction and complaints are sometimes either imag-

ined or inconsequential. However, a lack of means for the employee to express

dissatisfaction, lodge a complaint, or air a grievance may turn small problems

into far more serious ones. Many complaints and grievances, of course, may

indeed b f a serious nature or may involve a large segment of the institu-
1

tion's st f.

,

The causes of grievances and complaints can usually be classified into #

one of three general headings: poor communications, different frame of refer-

ence, or self-interest. .

Poor communications--No job is without some concerns--some areas

41/f
requiring improvement. These concerns can become grievances if the

employee feels that no one is listening andsesponding to'fhgn_con-

cems. If the employee cannot freely discuss concerns with those

around him/her--and be confident that these concerns are being taken

seriously--then dissatisfaction can build. Poorly written policies

and procedures are also a form of communication that often require

improvement.

Different frame of reference--This is, in part, related to communi-

cations. What's important to an administrator (e.g.,,getting data to

prepare a report for the federal government) might not be important to

an instructor trying to find enough time to prepare studentt for a stu-

dent vocational organization state contest. That different persons

ope*qefrom different frames is to be expected. To avoid having this

becomera problem, however, the administrator must be aware of these

differences and provide adequate explanation of the importance of the

tasks he/she is seeking to complete..

Self-interestSalaries, benefits, work load, and working conditions

are important. Instructgri certainly get satisfaction from seeing stu-

dents learn and grow, for example, but each of them also has a self-

interest. If the needs of the 'employee are not being sufficiently

met--and no change is in sight--grievances can arise.



Grievances usually arise from one of three sources: the job, the

employeez.or the supervisor.

Job--Are there Wage inequalities? Are working conditions poor? Is

Thl level of work,Aoo hard? Are promotional opportupities limited?

Empioyee--Is the employee underqualified,or overqualified? Is the

emp oyee emoiionally unstable? Is he/she experiencing family troubles

or poor health? Does the employee have a different cultural background

which is causing him/her problems? Does he/she dislike the work?

Supervisor--Does the supervisor make arbitrary decisions? Does he/

she fall to listen? Has he/she dis .Jminated against employees based .

on race, sex, cultural background? es the supervisor make hasty

decisions without full facts?

A supervisor who is sensitive io his/her employees can oft% detect when
something is bothering thos'iMmloyees under his/her supervision. .The employ-
ees demonstrate such things as 1 ck of interest in their work. They become .

antagonistic toward the supervisor and each other. Their tardiness and absen-

, teeism increase. Or they disregard rules and regulations.

Definition of a Grievance

As noted ablore, a grievance may arise froM a large number of caulses,

w hich may be either real or imaOnary. The term "grievance" connotes con-
flict and irritation, and thus cbuld be defined as any gripe or any type of
co4p6int by an employee, group of employees, union or an employee as ciation

agiinst the employer; or vice versa--by an employer against' an eMployee, group

of employees,union or an employee association. However, where a collecti
bargaining agreement exists, a grievance is that which the parties to the par-

ticular agreemént say that a grievance is.

Where a collective bargaining agreement contains a grievance procedure,
the procedure usually defines a grievance as any violation, misapplication, or
misinterpretation of the terms of the collective bargaining agiseement. Under

this definition, employees could legitimately file grievances about only.those

provisions contained in.the contract. Those matters_not covered by'the_col-
lective bargaining agreement generally cannot be grieved. For,example, if

the agreement were silent on how and under what conditions employees will be
transferred from one position to another, the employer coUld deny any employ-
ee's request to transfer to another position, ad the enployee would have no
recourse through the grievance procedure.

In some agreements, the definition of a grievance is extended to include

such items as violation, misinterpretation, or misapplication Of institutional

policy and admin tive procedures--or violation, misapplication, OP mis-

interpretak)on of pas ractice.
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Aft The inclusion of these provisions in the grievance definition greatly

II/expands the matters about which an employee may legitimately file a grievance.

It also applies to those institutions not operating with a collective bargain-

ing agreement.

In the example cited above, the employee desiring a transfer would have

a legitimate grievance (1) if the definition of a grievance made,the viola-

tion, misinterpretation, or misapplication of institutional policy grievable,

and (2) if there were a policy that made provision for honoring employee

requests for transfer to other positions. Similarly, an employee would have

a grievance if "violation of past pra,ctice" were included in the grievance

definition, and if it coulgObe proven that, in the past, the employer had made

a-practice of honoring requests for transfer under similar or the same condi-

tions.

It should be noted that, on occasion, collective bargaining agreements---

,contain language such as the following:

A grievance shall be defined as . . . a complaint by a teacher that

his/her rights as a professional educator have been abridged.

This type of language makes almost every complaint, gripe, or whim of the

employee grievable. There may be many legitimate reasons for including this

...hr kind of language in a collective bargaining agreement. However, from the

employee's standpoint, there would be little need for the collective bargain-

in9 agreement to contain., many other provisions, because almost every action

Abby' the governing board or th administration coul4 be challenged through the

lOrgrievance procedure: The employee would merely need to prove that some right

as a professional educator has been violated in d'rder to have the grievance

sustained.

Participants in the Grievance Procedure

Since the irievance procedure operates somewhat outside the usual admin-'

istrative channels, it involves some roles that bear names that are not nor-

mally part of organizational structure. (In Most cases, however, these roles

are filled by persons that are a part of the institution.) In order to help

you understand these roles In those who fill them, the following definitions

should be helpful:

Aggrieved party--This is the individual who feels he/she has suf-

fered an injustice thit can be best resolved through the grievance

process. This person need not necessarily be a classified employee or

a teacher/instructor; other professional staff, middle-level admipis-

trators, and ia fact, chief administrators have been known to seek

recourse through grievance channels.

Grievance committeeThis is a formally appointed groupusually

selected by their fellow employees through union, association, or'other

organizational means--that works with the administration to draft,
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evaluate, and revise grievance procedures, and who advise prospective
aggrieved parties concerning whether grievance procedures are the most

appropriate way to resolve their complaints'..

4. Employee representative--This is an individual, perhaps an attorney,
who advises the aggrieved party, who attends grievance hearings or
interviews with him/her, and who, at times, can initiate or respond to
actions and inquiries on behalf of the aggrieved party. The chairper-

son of the grievance committee might serve in this capacity, but need
not necessarily do so.

Arbitrator--This refers to a third party--usually one from entirely
outside the educational institution--who is selected by both parties to
provide a final resolution to a grievance dispute. This person could
come from any organization, perhaps a state department or agency, but

is most often referred through the services of the American Arbitra-
tion Association, 140 West 51st Street, New York, New York 10020 (or

through their regional offices located in 24 major cities throughout
the U.S., including Charlotte, Chicago, Dallas, Miami, and Pittsburgh.)

Attitude Toward the Grievance Procedure

It is said that collective bargaining is not confined to making an agree-

ment once a year or once every two or three years. Rather it is a day-to-day
evolutionary process in which the grievance procedure plays a vital role. The

grieve e procedure is a part of the continuous collectiVe bargaining process

/2
and i said to be at the core of the negotiated agreement. Many labor/manage-III
ment experts maintain that continuous negotiations through the grievance pro-
cedure are needed because the two parties to the agreement cannot possibly
conceive of every eventuality that might arise during the life of the agree-

ment. The grievance procedure provides a means of resolving those issues
without disrupting the organization.

The degree of "good faith" that tj.e institution's administration and its
employees have toward eachother is more evident in the manner in which griev-
ances are handled than perhaps any other area of the relationship. While it

is important to have a well-thought-out And organized grievance procedure,
the attitude of the two parties toward resolving grievances is more important-
than the grievance machinery in grievance resolution. The attitude, judgment,

experience, and training of the individuals involved are of prime importance.
A desire to settle grievances--rather than a desire to win them--is essential.
Both the edministration of the institution and the employee association/union
share resTonsibility for developing thit positive attitude.

The union/grievance committee should not present a grievance to the
administration unless there is a real basis for complaint. The asspciation

grievance chairman or the union representative in charge of grievances (e.g.,
steward, building representative, grievance chairman) should accept responsi-
bility for screening out complaints that have no real merit.

38
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The United States Department of Labor, as far back as 1943, recognized

410/this responsibility when drafting a manual for stewards:

Use your best judgment in deciding whether or not a grievance is
justified--If you are convinced that the worker does not have a
real case, it is better to tell him/her so right from the begin-
ning. Taking up a lot of poor caseswill cost you the respect of

all concerned. On the other hand, don't forget that you areithe

worker's representative. If the case is a borderline one, Llut you
feel that the worker has considerable justice on hi4/her side, tell
him/her frankly that you are not sure what is the correct answer.
Then take the case up and get a definite rulingthrough the griev-
ance procedure.

Similar suggestions were made for representatives of management:

Greater emphasis should bejdaced on training supervisors in the
human relations aspects of their jobs. Many times a worker simply
wants a relief hour or perhaps a sympathetic listener. Supervisors

must be given better training on the importance of fully hearing
out rather than prematurely debating with their employees. They

must acquire the ability of noting wh'at is being said, rather than,

the manner in which the problem is TeiTig presented. Only in this

way can gripes be separated from grievances, or can gripes be kept

from becoming grievances.

A Typical Grievance Procedure

Grievance procedures_consist of a_series of procedural steps, to_be taken

within specified time limit§. The nature of the procedure will depend on the

organization of the institution and the desires of the parties. Generally,

the more compl,ex the organization, the more steps there will be in the proce-

dure. Thus, there is wide variation in grievance prQc.edures among educational ,

in§titutions.

, The generalspattern that has evolved consists of two to five steps.

first step should begin with the aggrieved party's immediate supervisor.
This step involves an informal discussion between the dissatisfied employee

'and the administrator who made the decision or took the action being grieved.

- The intent of the meeting should be to explain, discuss, and settle the dif-

ferences.- There may or may not be representation at this stage. It is hoped

that the great'majority of grievances will be resolved at this level. How-

ever, if no settlement is reached, the grievance can be appealed through suc-

cessive levels of the institution's administration.

In order to ensure that grievances are resolved and not permitted to lie'

unattended, time limits are established for each level. The typical procedure

wilf require that the aggrieved party file the grievance within a specified
number of days%Oter the date of the occurrence that_gave rise to the griev-

ance. The administration will then be rewired to establish atmeeting tb
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discuss the grievance within a specified period of time after the filing of
the grievance. Usually the meeting date and time must be mutually agreeabTe.411
Following the meeting, the administration must provide the aggrieved party
and his/her union or other employee association with a written response
within another time limit, perhaps using a standard grievance report form
(see sample 6). 'The aggrieved party then has a set time period to decide if
the response is satisfactory or if he/she wishes to pursue the grievance.

Generally, these time limits may be further extended by mutual consent of
the parties. Time limits,usuall,y consist of working days. The time limit for
filing a grievance may range fro6 as short a ToreFiTeas one or two days rom
the date of the occurrence (which gave rise to the grievance) to as much as
six weeks or two mont'hs. The time limit for administration response usually
ranges from two to five days. Similarly, the aggrieved party and the employee..
organization are usually allowed from two to five days to decide whether to
accept the decision or move the grievance along to he next level

Should the administration fail to resOond within the prescribea time
limit; the grievance is automatically positioned for hearing at the next
level. If the aggrieved party fails to respond within the prescribed time
limits, the grievence is deemed settlesi.based on the last response of the

administration.

It is usually understood that a settlement of a grievance, accepted by r
both parties, is binding on both parties only insofar as that particular
instance is involved. It follows that any and all future instances of an
exact riature will be.handled in the same-manner as that determined in the

411settlemeint agreement, In other words,,the settlement of a grievance, in
effects changes or modifies the collective bargainihg agreement or general
personnel policies only insofar as the facts of the grievance hold for future
situationsa precedent is established. (See sample7.)

-

Employee representation initially may be furnished by the departmentar
or building repi-esentativeto the employee association or union. At higher -.

levels, the chairperson of the grievance commlttee may represent the aggrieved
party. In some ins4nces, paid union/associafion officials may represent the
employee at grievance heartngs before the chief executive officer or this/her
designee, before the governing board, or in arbitration. 'Quite frequently,

both sides are reRresented by attorneys, especially in hearings before an

arbitrator.

The Prihciples of Due Process

Recognizing that it is'not possible to deviie a single plan for handling

grievances.in all education institutionsit is possible tcl identify certain

4



SAMPLE 6

GRIEVANCE RETT FORM

Name of Grievant:

Department:

'Position:

Date Filed:

STEP Og: APPEAL TO IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

A. Date of Knowledge of Grievance

B. Statement of Grievance

N

Signature of Grievant

C. Decision of hmmediate Supervisor

- fm." -
(.

Date

_

Signature of Immediate Supervisor Date

(Use.additional pages if necessary

Personnel Office -.1/8.0
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Grieyance Report Fonh, continued

Name of Grievant:

Department:

Position:

Date Filed:

STEP TWO: APPEAL TO NEiT HIGHER SUPE6ISOR(repeat as needed throug4 chief

. admintstratbr and/or hoard)

A. Reason !or Appeal-

Signature of Grievant Date

B. Decision of Next Nigher Supervisor

Signature of'Next Higher Supervisor :Date

STEP 1.171REE: 'APPEAL TO

A. Reason for Appeal

Signature of Grievant Date

B. Decision of

"Signature of- . Jate

. ,

Pers-onnel.Offite--1186
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OGrieValice Report Form, continued

Name of Grievant:

Department:

Position:

Date Filed:

STEP : APPEAL TO'BINDING ARBITRATION

A. Reason for Appeal

:
+,

s.Z.

,-

"._; "- ;.

Signature of Grievant

B. Decision of Arbitrator

Dat

-

e

r

,

Signature:of Arbitrator

Perionnel OffiFe - 1/00
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, SAMPLE 7

ANAPPROPR1ATE-CHECKLISt_EORASRIEYANCE: PROCEDURE

OfIONII*1/0

Checklist Items

1. Is the term grievance defined?

2. Ds- the grievance procedure outlined into a number of steps?

3. Is the resolution of a grievanIde at the lnforMal level (first step)

encouraged?
J-

4. Are time tervals for each step identified?

5. Is it cleu that,.if a.grievance is' not carried forward to the next

step, it will be considered settled?

6. Is it glear in the procedures that the- grievtice shouldV be sub-

mittenc in writing?

7. Are provisions made for a written recoed of grievance meetings,and

heari ngs?

8. Is the type of information to be included in a written grievin0'

noted? .

- If a_Lnegotiated agreement is present, does the grievance procedure

define and allow representationT6-56-1Y6iKe-fitRion andsett17011elit-7

of the grievance?

10. Is it clear whether tne grievance ses'sion' is to ,be scheduled dur.

ing work hours .or_after work hours?-
,

11. Is there a policy on employees being paid:for tjme spent' iri* Pr:0?
.

cessing a grievance? .

..

..

12; Is arbitration:to be UtedAn the grieiiante procedur4.:

13. Is' there a statement Clonceraing how afb,itr*oi.S.'ere-to::tie''Sele4edT

14. Is it agreed that the,arbjt-rator's

Is the viey,ance proceduro, pub) Ished and tead.ily Ayall ote-to
-everyone in th intttiOM VVVV
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1111(characteristics that should be present in ny good grievance procedure as

follows:

Whenever possible, grievances should be resolved at the lowest level,
that is, with the immediate supervisor. Any employee, whether a
union/association member or not, has a right 'to discuss his/her

grievance with this immediate supervisor.

The aggrieved party should have the right to representation'. A

representative shou e available when a grievance is being formally
iiscussed. The set1fnent of an individual grievance may ultimately
have impact on all employees whom the employee organization has pledged
to serve. Frequently, the organization will reserve the right to be
present at any grievance session'above level one.

A tape-reebzded and/or writteh,record should be kept of all griev-
ances as they arise, and the manner by, which they are resolved. It

behooves both parties'to be aware of the problems that are arising. In

this way, both the personnel policies and the grievance procedure can
be strengthened.

The procedures for handling grievances should be clear. Procedures

should be written to misunderstanding. They should be readily

accessible to all conc rned.

In order for the grievance procedLA to work effectively to resolve
ditagreements between the employer and the employee, the aggrieved
party should be guaranteed that he/she may state his/her grievance in
confidence,*without fear of prejudice or reprisal. Such a guarantee

should be written into the procedures.

The grievance procedure should spell out clearly what is meant by

the term "grievance." The parties must provide their-own-exact-defi-

nition. If any subject is not admissible to grievance review, it

should be spelled out clearly.

Good grievance procedures should contain a time schedule that'guaran-

tees that the grievance will be resolvedlas soon as possible. Such a

schedule begins at the point in time when the event that gave rise to
the grievance occurred or when it became known to the aggrieved party.
The aggrieved party should be required to submit the complaint in writ-
ing, within a clearly stipulated period of time after the event in'
question. Each step thereafter should transpire within'a giyen period

of time. Such a time scheduJe notifies each party in advance of pro-

gressive developments The absence of a time schedule can lead easily
to abuse--intentiopal or otherwisek

The grievance procedure should not be in conflict with state stat-

11
utes.. For instance, in Rhode Island, teachers may carrk grievances to
ITT-state commissioner, then to the state board, and then to the dis-

trict court. What happens in those communities thai.nave negotiated
agreements calling for other channels of appeals of grievances? There

should be one grievan procedure--one that is mutually acceptable to

the employees and to th governing board.
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If arbitration is incorporated into t4 grtevance procedure, it

should,be defined and explained completely, including who selects the 411,
_arbitrator(s), wffo pays tor arbitration71fiether arbitration will be
binding on both Parties, what-type of reccirdS will bekept Of-arbitra="

tion proceedings, etc.

The Role of Arbitration

The final appeal is usually an impartial review before a third pally,
with an arbitrator or some otherpsinterested third party.' In the past, gov-
erning boards and institutional administeation have been very reluctant to be
bound by the judgment of some impartial third party, i.e., binding arbitra-
tion, or might even have been prohibited by statute from resorting to arbitra-

tion. However, within the past few years, the use'of impartial third parties

has increased significantly.

The arbitrator is both judge and jury, selected usually by both parties.
He/she has the right to obtain and review needed information, assess its rele-

vance, consult existin§ procedures, and prescribe the terms of a settlement

for both parties. .The arbitrator does not have the right to amend, modify,

nullify, i§nore, add to, or adjust the being considered.

The process of arOitration differs from conciliation, from mediation,

and from fact-finding. In conciliation, those parties involved consent to

asking a third party to help them continue to negotiate. The conciliator

takes no part in bargaining but mere3y tries to get the parties themselveS to" 4)

continue working out their differences. In mediation, the parties also call

in a third party, but in contrast to the conci iator, the mediator actually

takes an active part in negotiation. The mediator expresses opinions on the
institution's position and on the staff's stand and, in this way, tries to get

both groups together. But the mediator's opinjons, like those of the concili-

ator's, can be ignored. Ln fact-finding, the people involved either agree or

art told by a government agency (federal, state0 or local) that they must tell

their side of the story to an impar *al board. The board analyzes the facts

and the arguments of each side an ma s recommendations. However, those

involved do not have to agree accept those recommendations.

The use of arbittation.means bringing in a third party to settle a dis-

pute. Usually, when -anissue is taken to an arbitrator, it is agreed that the

resul ing decision is final.

There are a number.of reasons for using arOtration to resolve griev-

ances, including the following:

Arbitration is much more efficient tha resorting to the courts for

solutions. The average span of time from the filing of a demand for
arbitration to the rendering of a decisibn may be as short as two

months and seldom more than six months.
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The uncertainty about the decision the arbitrator will render.encour-
ages both parties to evaluate their positions and to seek to reach an
acoeptable compromise. '

Arbitration is less expensive than rekrting to the'courts or risking
/ a work stoppage or work slo.w.dswi

Arbitration by experts in the field usually results in a more equi-
table resolution of disputes than decisions made by judges, who work in
diverse areas of law and are not Oecifically familiar:with labor/man-,
agement relationtt as applied-to educational institutions.

Arbitration, in contrast to appeal to civil service commissions and
similar administrative appeal proceedings, provides for a final deci-
sion by individuals, designated by the parties to the action.

Arbitration permits the continuation of work by employees during the
normal processing of the grievance. (Potentially explosive disputes
are deterred while the grievance is processed.) *

Other positive aspects of arbitration incllide the following:

Arbitration tends to treat the strong and the weak alike. The
ai-bitrator bases the discutsionlon the_Rglicies and procedures and/or
'on a collective bargaining conteict anethe facts as presented in the
hearing.

Arbitration provides an opportunity for balancing inequities between
parties.

Arbitration provitles for solving vexing prolikemt between parties that
eifher°could not be sol'Ved by the_parties during negotiatiOns or were
not foreseen during-contract-negiitiations-.

Arbitration, in many cases, provides a catharsis to the parties by
giving them their "day'in court" and an opportunity to save face, i.e.,
a third party gave theissue,away.

Arbitration decisions not only resolve the dispute at hand, but also
serve as a guide for future interpretations and applications, of poli-
cies and procedures or the negotiated agreement, and for arbitration of

4 future disputes arising from the same or,suCcessor cOntracts."

Although arbitration has becoMe the most wide1if.A4sed form for resolving
griavance.disputes, it does.possess a number of limitations, as follows:

Despite its informality, arbitration can be costly. The concept that
both parties share in the Oost of arbitration, including the arbitra-
tor's fee and expenses, may act as a burden on smal) institutions and
small faculty associations or union locals. Appeals to applicable
administrative agencies or the courts do not involve this cost.

Arbitration can be abused by the unscrupulout use of power. When
used as a tool of harassment by either party, it can '61pose an int-cfler-
able pressure on'the other side to capitulate on the grievance rathe&r
than be "arbitrated to death."
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The trend toward excessive legislation in arbitration in the public

sector has deterred the informality and speed usually associated with

arbitration in the private seaor. The increasingly common use of

attorneys and reliance on transcripts and posthearing brtefs tn the 4
public sector have caused public sector arbitration to become slower,

less effective, and more/expensive than in the private sector.

Arbitration is a:private proceeding with limited opportunity for

either the public employer or public employee to exercise political

leverage.

(Optional

You may wish to visit a grievance hearing in session. You could

arrange,through your resource person to make 6ontact with an

educational institution that has a grievance procedure, and

i
Vctivay -

ask them to notify you when a grievance hearing is scheduled

that is open to the putbltc (not every one is; either party may

request that the hearing be closed).

_When you attend, observe the various procedures used. To

-"lielp structure your observation, you might wish to prepare in

advance a list of things to look for, such as the following:

Are either of the parties assistedyby legal counsel or

other representative?

Is a written or taped record being kept of the proceed-

ingsl r---

Have other steps in the grievance procedure preceded

this hearing?

Have the facts leading to grievance been written .

down and were they presented rly in the hearingZ,..

Was a decisionAtade at the-end of the hearing? If not,

in hoW many days will it be made, and by whom? How Tong'

after that will the aggrieved party have to respond?

Is the atmosphere one of mutital cooperation to reach a

settlement, or is it-one of 4lligerence?
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IOptional
%Activity

%10

'Optional
Activity

4111110

You may wish to.visit with a person who is currently serving,
or has previously, served, as the chairman of a grievance'com-
mittee. This may be an administrator, but more likely will be
a teacher/instructor who has been seledted by a teachers union,
a professional association, or a fac-ulty assembly/senate. You

could arrange through your resource person to set up this ,

visit. (If one is not available, a personnel director may be
able to help you instead.)

During your visit, you might want to seek the answers to ques-
tions such as the following:

What is the definition of a grievance at this institu-
tion?

Approximately how many times has the grievance procedure
been activated in the past year or two?

Have any near-grievance incidents occurred that were
dealt with by other, more satisfactory means?

'What has been the role of the grievance committee and/or
chairman?

What advice does he/she have to offer any institution
about to set up a grievancg procedure?

You may wish to view one or more of the films about, the role of
an arbitrator: "The Drama Coach Grievance," "Dispute Settle-
ment in Public Employment--The Lost Fringe Benefit,"-and "Trou-
ble in the Firehouse." These films are available for a rental

' fee of $30-$50 from the Publications Department, American Arbi-
tration Association, 140 West.51st Street, New York, New York
10020 (Phone:' 212,977-2077).
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The following "Case Study" describes how a series of vocational
education administrators dealt with a grievance situation.
Read the situation described, and critique in writing the per-
formance of each administrator..

CASE STUDY

Two weeks ago, Eldon Wendell, a typing and office machines instructor

at Eastpoint Vocational Schooll(EVS), was assigned to host a two-day Junior
Achievement conference, including a tour of the EVS facilities. The assign- .

ment, which involved no extra pay, was made on extremely short notice, causing
Mr. Wendell to have to cancel his plans to attend a statewide secretarial
association convention that same weekend. After brooding about this problem
for a while, he decided to pursue the matter as a grievance, citing that part

of the personnel handbook that 6tates that a teacher can be assigned to only
one club advisory duty (compensated) and as chairperson/host of one special
event (usually noncompensated) per academic year. Since Mr. Wendell is the
advisor of the student chapter of the Professional Secretaries Incorporated,
and was the coordinator of the "Vocational Olympics," he concluded that he had
already done his share.

In accordance with the first (informal) step of the school's grievance
procedures, Mr. Wendell sought an interview with the supervisor of business

a and office education, Alice Broust. However, Ms. Broust said they had noth-
lw ing to discuss, reminding him that the final paragraph of all tachers' job

descriptions states "and any other duties that may be assigned from time to
time by a supervisor or other respon ible administrator."

Mr. Weldell immediately moved the second step. He filed his griev-
ance, using the form provided, and thereby asked for a hearing with the direc-
tor of vocational education, Jim Thompson. Mr. Thompson met with him for two
hours three days ,later. During the meeting, they heard testimony from the
director of student services and community relations (who had initiated the
last-minute request, through Ms. Broust, for Mr. Wendell's services as host),
from Ms. Broust herself, and from the personnel/business administrator
(regarding the intent of the personnel procedure cited). Mr. Wendell did
not choose to be represented but was afforded the opportunity to question,
those giving information.

Two days later, Mr. Thompson told Mr. Wendell that he sympathized with
his situation but upheld the judgment of Ms. Broust in assigning him to tfte
conference/tour duties. Mr. Thompson acknowledged that there were some dis-
crepancies between the job description and other established personnel proce-
dures, and promised "to look into changing them." This decision was conveyed
in writing, along with a summary of the two-hour meeting. Mr. Wendell was
further informed tharhe could move to the next step, within five working
days, if he did not accept this judgment.
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Mr. Wendell did just that four days later by asking the superintendent, .

Dr. Spencer, to arrange for a formal hearing. This involved Dr. Spencer, and

a panel including another teacher, the supervisor of distributive education,

and the placement coordinator. The school _board's attorney attended, and

Mr. Wendel] was represented by the president of the local teacher's associ-

ation.

After reviewing the record of Mr. Thompson's meeting,and talking

again with some of the parties in the case, the hearing panel recommended

to Or. Spencer (1) that Mr. Wendell receive a special letter of appreciation

for his "above-and-beyond" duties at the Junior Achievement conference (with

a copy to be placed in his file), and (2) that he not be required to coordi-

nate the Vocational Olympics or any other major event in the coming year.

Dr. Spencer adopted the panel's recommendation by so informing Mr. Wendell

in writing two days later. He further added that all job descriptions were

beinirmodified immediately to qualify that last paragraph with the phrase,

"consistent with applicable institutional policy."

Although the grievance form and Dr. Spencer's 'letter both stated that

Mr. Wendell could proceed to the next step--a meeting with the entire beard--

by so indicating this request within five working days, Eldon decided to

accept the superintendent's action.
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Compare your(completed written critique of the "Case Study"
with the "4 ode-1 Critique" given below. Your response need not
exactly duplicate the.model respons6;"however, you should have
covered the same major points.-,-

,

MODEL CRITIQUE

In nearly every respect, the procedure in use at Eastpoint Vocational
School seems to be a sound one. Representation was allowed; definite time
limits for requesting a move to the next step, and responding to such,
requests) were established, made clear, and adhered to. Mr. Wendell's prob-
qm seems to constitute a legitimate grievance in that it arose concerning a
question about the interpretation of procedures.

Only the performance of Ms. Broust was less than desireble. This impor-
tant first step of a grievance procedure affords both parties the chance to
informally discuss why the situation arose, what effects it had, and what
"alternatives were possible to rectify the problem. Perhaps she could have
explained that no other experienced teaCher was available Nitake the duty, or
that no one had been aware that Mr. Wendell would have to miss the convention,
or the reasons why he wasn't notified earlier, and so on. Just an apology, or
at least a sympathetic ear for an hour or so, Dight have saved all the time
that was consumed in subsequent formal hearings.

At the second step, Mr. Thompson seems to have acted corrtly, although
he didn't offer anything tangible to relieve Mr. Wudep's pr lem. Perhaps

he upheld Ms. Broust's action as a matter of course-Tn In effort to support
his subordiaates. However, he should have taken some affirmative step to
resolve the discrepancies between procedures and the job description. To his

credit, he asked for information firsthand from those who were involved, and
gave Eldon a chance to hear that information and "cross-examine" those per-
sons.

Finally, Dr. Spencer acted very wisely, not only in the decision he
made, but in forming a hearing panel to assist him in receiving and evaluating
the information from Tau. sources. His action to modify the job description
phrase was also commendable.

Thus, the combination of systematic procedures and scrupulous, conscien-
tious attention to them by nearly all the affected administrators, especially
Dr. Spencer, helped resolve the grievance to the apparent satisfaction of all
parties.
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Level of Performance: Your pleted written critique should have covered the

same major points as the "Mod l Critique." If you missed some points or have

quest-Mir-l.'sabout any additional points you made, review the material in the

information-sheet, "Grievance Procedures," pp. 35-48, or _check with youtf

esource person if hecessary.

\\,
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Learning Experience III

OVERVIEW

After ,completing the requi.red. reActiP44 -.cFraqu-ef_an.,admi:
istratorts performance in adminiltetiXitar eireifitS an
leave and abSence

You will be reading the inf6rmation sheet,.."

Adminjstering Fringe _Benefits and Leave An
cies," pp. 57-75:

lOpti;nat
Activity

1- Optional
--Activity

You may wish to interview an educational a inis.trAtO
consultant who specializes in- staff frif4.660i

Activity

You may wish to examine some broChureS. about;:frie;.0.0,fitS,
programs in other educational inititu,tiOnsi.,, f(1:0.4er to c94.=.

pare their provisions:.

.
. _

You will be completing the "4Seltudi-4,,,

YOLL will be evalitating.your4not.,:logeot-Staff. ilooft:kt
leave and absence policies_b cOinparing.your..respOnses.i0t,

-the "MOdel
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Aztivay For information about how to choose and administer staff fringe
benefits and leave and absence policies, read the following
information sheet.

CHOOSING AND ADMINISTERING FRINGE BENEFITS AND
LEAVE AND ABSENCE POLICIES

Educational institutions that have an attractive fringe benefit program
generally are inso better position to recruit and hold high-quality staff.
These schools and colleges are also in a better position to compete with
business, industry, and other governmental agencies, which often offer bet-

ter salaries and an appealing array of benefits. The latter is particularly

important for staffing vocational education programs inasmuch as many of
those teachers are recruited directly from business and industry. A good

fringe benefit program also helps to maintain a desirable level of staff

morale: (See sample 8.)

School systems have been slow to adopt fringe benefits. Prior to 1960,

the fringe benefit packages of most school districts were limited to a retire-

ment program (usually established and required statewide), sick leave, and

hospital insurance. In fact:the hospitalization coverage was more likely

than not to be limited to the employee only.

Expansion of fringe benefit prOgrams has occurred most rapidly in the
large metropolitan areas where teacher unions first negotiated with boards of

education. Today's school employee contracts may now include such interest-
ing additionsas (1) prepaid legal services, (2) dental care, (3) income tax
assisiance, and .(4) psychiatric care and-family counseling, related d-Veh to

off-the-job problems.

An appropriate fringe benefit program for school employees should be
designed to produce employment conditions that promote the continual improve-

ment of the instructional program. To accompliSh this objective, benefits

program should do the following:

Provide financial security to the individual employee

Safeguard the mental and physical health of the employee

Foster the professional growth and morale of the staff

.Promote stiff stability

A general fringe benefit-program should include provisions for 'retire-
mentn health protection, life insurance, professional development, and to a
lesser extent, employee counseling, and social and recreational activities.
In addition, the school as an employer is also required by law to pay a por-

tion of a statewide retirement system contribution and/or social security tax,

unemployment compensation, and worker's compensation. These programs might

*



SAMPLE 8

L

I GOTTA Do A LITTLE
NEGOTIATING-.

DrrTo, I WAVE BASEBALL )
PRACTICE ToDAY,

----

WILL YOU Now

My NEWS-
DELIVER f MUCW?

PAPERS
?

I'LL LET YOU PLAY WiTI-4 MY
COMPUTER _FOOTBALL _GAME

GiVg YoU MAT CANDY
BAR I WAs SAVING

YoU CAN CoME INTO MY Room
ANP LooV AT MY E3,SEBALL
CARD COLLECTION

THERE'S No
DOUBT ABOUT
IT- FRINGE
BENEFITS
ARE THE
NAME OP
THE eAME

TODAY

Reprinted by special permission of King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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Aftadd 20-30 percent to the total cost of compensating staff and faculty. Vaca-

.
Irtion, sick leave, and allowances for other absences are also important, and

will be discussed later.

Comparison of Benefit Plans

As you will read in the following pages, not only are there many types of

fringe benefits, but each of them often has mady levels of coverage or bene-,
fits, and many forms in which it can be offered or administered. Fringe bene-

fits now constitilte a major share of the institution's budget (perhaps an
additional 25 percent above the cash paid to the employee directly, or about

15 percent of the instirution's total expenses). Therefore, it behooves the
administrator to select benefit programs wisely. So .of the factors to con-

sider are benefit to the individual, employee demand ôr utilization, value to
the institution, ability of the institution to'admini,Jter the_grogram, and the

cost to the institution.

Benefit to the individual. The value that an employee attaches to a

given benefit can be expected to vary considerably. The chaNcteristic that
most commonly leads to differing insurance needs, for example, is family

status. A single person is less likely to want extensive life insurance pro-
tettion than is someone with a spouse,.children, or other dependents. Like-

wise, the single employee with no dependents will have no interest at.all in
health insurance plans that allow enrollpent of dependents at low extra cost.
Nearty-everyone wants some sort of retfriement plan, but older employees will

be more likely to request preretirement counseling services. ,

Geographical location might also lead to different sessments of the

va1ueoferiefits.._ Instructors.at a technical college ocated in a rural area

would probably appreciate having housing provided t ow cost y the institu-

tion--or at least having access to a housing referral service. On the other

hand, the faculty members of a school located in the midst of a metropolitan

area are more likely to covet parking privileges or safe, sheltered, conve-

nient access tittpublic transportation.

Employee demand or use. The varying factors described in the preceding

paragraphs will lead to different patterns of demand for or use of benefits,

once provided. Employee demand for or use of benefits shoulTEFTeriodically
7-- assessed when evaluating benefit options. For example, if few of the staff

take advantage of tuition waiver programs for their dependents, but show
increased interest in educational assistance for their own professional devel-_
opment, then emphasis and dollars could be shifted by restricting the former

program and eipanding the latter. Likewise, as staff turnover decreases and

the current employees grow older, retirement investments and tax-sheltered
annuity plans might become more popular and appreciated than are day-care

services for their faMilies-.

Value to the institution. In the case of health maintenance plans, the

benefit to the school br college should be obvious: the employee is less

likely tosmiss work because of illness. Vacations or ret-i'rement 'flans have
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less direct, but.still evident, benefits to the institution (in addition to

their obvious value to the individual) in that a rested and refreshed instruc-

tor or staff worker should be more productive. Likewise, retirement plans

mean the employee won't have to "moonlight" to earn money for retirement say,-

ings, and thus can devote more energy to educational matters.

Life insurance or health coverage for dependents has an even less visible

value to the institution. PresuTably, however, the financial security and

peace of mind it offers to the employee allows him/her to concentrate more on

professional responsibilities, and eliminates financial stress in the event of

the illness of a spouse or child. And, as was mentioned at the outset, all

,fringe benefits play an tmportant role as the institution competes in the

employment marketplace for qualified staff and faculty members.

Administrative costs or difficulties. As alternative ways to offer

benefits are examined, the abministrator should consider the institution's

role in handling the benefit program. For example, decisions must be made

concerning (1) who enrolls those to be covered by health insurance, (2) who

provides copies of the policy, (3) who prepares and distributes descriptions

of coverages, (4) who completes claims forms, (5) who provides payment to

f doctors and hospitals, etc. The insurance company may provide lower rates

tf the insfitution handles these details, but if this requires the hiring of

another clerk for the business office, the savings may disappear. On the

other hand, so much fime might be lost in dealing with employees'' questions

abourtheir tax and retirement status that it would be worthwhile and conve-

nient to train an in-house expert to maintain records and keep abreast of

applicable laws and regulations.. In some cases,.it might be easier to simply Am

cover everybody with an identical given policy at an average cost than it

would be to provide different levels of benefits for employees of different

ranks, seniority,'or family situation. This would eliminate the need to keep

records, monitor their Status, and update or modify their policies with everY-

promotion, change in marital status or number of dependents, employment anni-

versary, etc.

Cost to the institution. All other factors beingbequal, the adminis-

trator will want to-secure benefit programs at the least pbssible cost. The

usual principles of bidding, price comparison, and negotiation will help /

accomplish this end. In addition, the administrator should be careful not

to buy more service than is required, or to select Pans that can be unTirrly

exploited by false claims, or overused, or downright abused simply because

they are available (using tuition waivers for recreational classes instead of

professional advancement courses, for example, or-tAlying gold fillings when

amalgam ones would be sufficient). However, the administrator must keep in,

mind that Nalue is just as important as cost, and should not be so stingy as

' to compromige-The morale building-aspect of the benefits Rrogram.

Indivtdual choice ("equal value system" or shopping liSt) approach to

benefits. There is a very recent trend in'the provision of employee benefits

whereby the employee may select, from a list, those benefits that are most

valuable to him or her. In this approach, the employer agrees to provide eact

employee with the same dollar amount of benefits. The employee selects those
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benefits that are most beneficial to him/her within the money allotted.
Because the need for benefits varies So much from one employee to another,
this approach appears to have considerable merit. It also seems to meet the
guidelines for effective benefits programs discussed earlier.

The advantage of this approach to the educational institution is that
the total cost of the benefits program is known and can be controlled by the
institution. Because it is not committed to just one insurance program that
covers everybody, the institution is not at the mercy of a_single insurance
carrier, which may determine that the cost of health insurance will be
increased by a given percentage each year. Even though the institution may
have to negotiate the amount of money to be provided to employees for bene-
fits, the institution has far more control over costs than would otherwise be
the case.

This apprciach also treats all employees equally. In most benefit plans,
less money is speRt on married women than on single women and married or sin-
gle men. The married female employeeis spouse, if employed, will likely also
have insurance coverage; thus, she may have been discouraged from enrolling in
the program because of the "coordination of benefits" (the two companies split
the bil rather than each paying the full amount). Through the equal value
system or shopping list approach, all staff would receive the equal amount of
money in Venefits.

Typical Fringe Benefits

Let us now-examine, in turn, several of the most_common types of fringe
benefits, and the details of their provisions.

Health insurance. Effective teaching requires good mental, emotional,
and physical health. Students and their families have a right to expect that
ft.cillty and staff members are in good health. Thus educational institutions

Trave responsibility to provide healthful conditions and to help their employ-
ees maintain optimum health.

Many employees look at hearth and hospitalization insurance as one of
their most important benefits. The practices of business and industry have
generally set the pace for educational enterprises. In fact, just behind
retirement benefits, health/hospitalization insurance was the first widely
accepted fringe benefit provided to employees in educational institutions.

In a 107-78 study of fringe benefits by the Educational Research Service
(ERS) , it was reported that all but 5.4 percent of the school disfricts sur-
veyed prokided some type of group health insurance. At that time, 64 percent
of the sureyed districts provided full family coverage. An additional 5 per-
cent provided a "cafeteria plan" whereby employees could choose the insurance
coverage desired within a fixed dollar amount. Approximately 4 percent of the,
districts provided coverage for the employee only. In another 24 percent of
the districts, the institution paid only for employees' coverage, but allowed
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them, at their own expense, to purchase_ coverage for the other members of

their family.

The coverage available through the hospitalization/health insurance

usually includes costs of hospital room and board; payment for attending

Physician and support staff; and surgical costs, including charges for the

!operating room, the surgeon's fees,.and other associated costs. Emergency

-room service might also be included in th,is coverage. The dollar limits of

such coverage may be based on a schedule of fees included with the policy, or

on what is known in the insurance business as "usual and customary" charges

that are established on a regional basis by governmental or professional agen-

cies. The latter generally allows for more flexibility and,'thus, broader

coverage.

Medical costs have dramatically increased in the past years. It is

not unusual for full family hospital and heelth insurance premiums to have

increased as much as four times in a six- to eight-year period. As a result

of this rapid escalation of costs, the governing boards and administrators

of many educational institutions are attempting to control further cost '

increases. Many health insurance companies require "coordination of bene-
fits" in order to maintain the current insurance premium structure. In those

instances in which two members of the same family have hospital/major medical

insurance coverage, coordination of benefits prevents do6ble payment for a

given medical expense. The'insurance carriers determine which policy pro-

vides the primary and which the secondarycoverage. The primary carrier will

then pay the regular coverage, while the secondary carrier takes care of any

.unpaid balance. Thus the individual is preventgd from collecting more than

the actual cost of medical treatment.

Other methods used to contain costs iftlude establishing limits on the

amount of premium the institution will pay.' In these cases, the employee must

assume the difference between the actual.cost of the insurance and the amount

paid by the district. Another idea,-.which may be more.effective, is to insti-

tute a deductible provision whereby the employee pays a portion of the hospi-

tal/medical bill. The theory behind this idea is that if the employee and
his/htsr family must pay a Portion of the cost, they will'use the coverage only

when absolutely necessary. One school district in California recently intro.re

duced a $500 deductible provision in its hospitalization/health insurance

plan. It then ,gave each of its employees $500. The employees could use the

$500 to meet the deductible provision or to use as they might see fit. It has

beer reported that a significant reduction in claims has resulted. In turn,

the premiums have been reduced to the point that the district saved money.

. Major medical insurance. Major medical coverage, as the name implies,

protects the employee from catastrophic medical costs. Major medical insur-

ance is as important as the hospital/medical insurance. Major medical cover-

age is designed to provide coverage for the same types of medical expenses

(surgeons and doctor's charges, prescriptions, X rays, hospitalization or out-

patient costs, etc.), to the extent they exceed the coverage limitations of

basic health and accident. insurance.
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410
Usually, coverage might require an annual deductible of $100 per person,

6 to a maximum of $200 per family. Major medical coverage also might involve
a co-insurance provision. The co-insura,nce would then pay a percentage of all
'lout of pocket" expenses'experienced during the year, after satisfying the
deductible. Thus, for bills totaling $500 in one year,,coverage with $100/
$200 deductible and 90 percent co-insurance would reimburse the employee $360
for metlical bills that do not require hospitalization ($500 -4100 = 400 x
90% = $360).

One disadvantage to major medical coverage is that the employee must pay
the bill ane then claim reimburSement, rather than have the f52surance company
pay the bill directly. The insurance carrier will not pay mecOcal bills with-
out an invoice from the physician or medical facility.

ERS found in 1978 that almost 92 percent of the school districts provided
some form of major medical coverage. Over 64 percent of the districts pro-
vided full family coverage at no cost to the employee. Another 24 percent
provided single coverage, with full family coverage available at the employ-
ee's expense.

Life insurance. Various forms of group life insurance are increasingly
being provided to public school personnel. A survey conducted by the National
Education Association in 1964 found that only about 25 percent of the school
systems with an enrollment of 12,000 or more students paid part or all of the
cost of group life insurance for teachers. In contrast, ERS found that by.
1978, 82 percent of the school districts with enrollment above 10,000 students

"prow provided life insurance in some form. rn 58 percent of the school dis-
tricts surveyed bY ERS, the institution paid all of the premium costs.

The amount of coverage varies greatly among school districts. ERS.fOund
that 65 percent of the dtstricts provided a fixed dollar coverage. In 1978,
the average amount of that type of coverage was $9,038. However, in almost 20
percent of the districts, the amount of life insurance coverage was matched to
the employees' salaries. In those districts, the average coverage was found
to be $33,667 in 1977-78. A recommended, baseline to start from is'an amount
equal to the employee's annual salary. '

Group life insurance is a powerful morale builder and benefits employer
and enployee alike. It provides greater protection for dependents per dollar
of expenditure than any other cost. The group,aspect extends coverage to some
individuals who might not otherwise be eligible for life insurance. It pro-
vides school employees with security they might not be able to attain in any
other way.

Group life insurance is intended to provide individuals in the group
with low-cost life insurance during the period of employment with the respec-
tive,school district. Such coverage is not intended to meet the employee's
complete life insurance needs. (Life insurance is a reasonablY inexpensive
benefit because the risk is spread over a large number of persons.)
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It should be noted that group life insurance is term insurance. As such,*
it usually does not earn dividends or have cash value. With very few excep-

tions,.it is impossible for the employee to borrow against the policy. Some

policies provide conversion privileges; i.e., employees may convert to a stan-

dard insurance 15olicy when terminating employment with the district. The pre-

miums_are usually considerably higher than those paid by the district because

/(A
of the difference'between group and individual rates and because of the dif-

ference between term insurance and whole life insurance.

Disability or income protection insurance. Of the fringe benefits noted

tnus far, disability or income protection is the least widely offered. ERS

found tnat only 17 percent of the districts surveyed provided.this coverage.

Tnis is due, in large part, to the excellent sidk leave plans in existence in

most states. 16 recent years, teachers and their unions haVe attempted to

increase even further the number of days of sick leave.provided.

Miscellaneous health plans. Separate pharmaceutical coverage is often

tahced aboOt, but in most cases, the purchase of necessary drugs is usually

reimbursable:under the,institution's major medical insurance coverage.

Many of these separate policies actually provide the'emptd9Ve witn'a plas-

tic "credit card" valid for dro purchases up to a stated limit. Of course,

thIS method of providing prescription drugs-is much more convenient for the

,employee than is one that requires the submission of an invoice for reimburse-

ment of each purchase. However, the point remains that such benefits go

beyond just protecting the employee from catastrophic medical expenses and
providing the employee with peace of mind and security. Funds used to provide

these excessive coverages could be better used to provide other more benefi-

cial basic fringe benefits in other areas, additional salaries, or increases

in nonpersonnel categories (e.g., to purchase instructional supplies and

equipment).

'Most dental plans provide coverage for periodic examinations, X ray's,

cleaning, and qther routine treatment, at no cost to the employee. Many plans

also provide coverage for extractions, basic restoration (e.g., fillings, root

canals, repair of bridgework), major restoration (e.g., crowns, bridgework,

dentures), and orthodontics (e.g., braces). The employee usually must pay an

annual deductible fee for these coverages. In addition, the employee often

pays a,percentage of the cost of each of e services. In general, the more

costly the dental work, the smaller the p rcentage of coverage provided by.the

. -4
dental insurance (see saTple 9).'

In many instances, an employee or member of his/her family may reciiire

extensive and expensive dental work. tn these instances, dental insurance can

provide a sense of security to the empi ee and safeguards to his/her peace

of mind. Howeeer, it is unlikely that the dental coveragelNeabInce the
security or peace of mind of a majority of employees, because they are not

faced with major dental bills. Moreover, since most dental conditions can be

prevented, a plan Xhat encourages continuous attention to dental heaJth (by

paying for all of routine care and prevention) will preclude (pore expensive

restorative work.
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SAMPLE 9

L CARE COVERAGE PLAN AT AN Oki() VOCATIONAL SCHOOL -

Aftc4 a deductible amount, the plan will po a percentage of the Reasonable and Customary fees charged by a_
dentist. These two features provide for a sharing ol cost by the dental plan and the insured person.

The deducak coinsurance percentage that applies to each category of expense es illustrated as follows.

BASE PLAN BENEFITS

COVERED INDIVIDUAL DEDUCTIBLE FAMILY DR:Purnell COINSURANCE
EXPENSE (Per Calendar Year) (Per Calendar Yeas) AMOUNT

CLASS I - None None 100%
CLASS II 80%
CLASS III } $25 } $50 50%
CLASS IV 50%

To encourage early detection of dental disease and to allow all participants a benefit from the plan eachyear.
the deductible is waived and I03% of the Reasonableand Customary charges will be paid for all Class !Services.

CALENDAR YEAR MAXIMUM (For AB Class I, II & Ill Expenses)

ORTHODONTIC LIFETIME MAXIMUM (For An Class IV Expenses)

SUMMARY OF COVERAGE

$1,000 Per Person

1$500 Per Person

CLASS I -
PILIVEVITVE
DiwoostIC

Routine Oral teams
Once every smooths

Teeth Chanel
ome mery L monthi

Monde Treatmetm
once emr, tantma to,

- Space Montainen
Chatnoskic X-Itars

lest:et...tab teams

100%

CAWMAA TEAK IXDUCTTILI S25

CLASS
BASIC uncalAtra

romp
, Arnsipein. sarcaie_1:aytic

root Canal Ltsecapy
treatment oLGum onease
Rena., oI budgereork & Dem
tesrachoos and

Oral
GentsiMestrrhescss

only d meckaltypeczuary

80%

CLASS
ackon AISTOIATIVE

Wars. Onlars. Coid fangs,
ce Omen testoralions

Installatsoo ot
toed lIndservork

tnuatinionoi eamat
Fult; Kerman* Dentures

iteptarenseni oftensiog -

8.1dgewort or Comssures

50%

Catenelat Tear Marenum $1;000 P'irr Person

CLASS TV
OITHODOPMA

Full Banded
Orthodontic framers;

Apretinaces tor tootle
ore

Applunces so Control
aurroto Habds

XesenisonAppluincin
Not Mconoecoon with lull
banded peaunenl.

-50%

LUeirme-
tAammurn $500
Peetesson
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Worker's compensation. Worker's compensation insurance was instituted Aft

to protect the employee and his/her family against loss of income due to acci- II'

dents ana/or illness that occur in the workplace. Coverage includes payment

of all medical, hospital, and rehabilitation bills associated witn the acci-

dent ur illness as well as loss of-income, ahd payments for dismemberment and

partial disability.

The bureau of Worker's Compensation in each state provides information

out the protection afforded employees under this act.

In SOMe states:a worker's compensation fund is established through
cnarges levied against each employer in the state. The charges are based on

tne employees' experience record, i.e., the total cost of claims charged to

tne fund by the employees of a specific employer. In other states, employees

may purchase worker's compensation insurance directly from private insurance

companies.

Procedures for éva1uating the validity of each claim have been estab-

lisned. Tnese proc dures include a hearing before a disinterested third

party. both the employee ana the employe/ have the right to appeal the deci-
--

sions of tne tnird party.

It snould be noted that all medical and hospital costs of this type

are charged to tne worker's compensationiund or insurance. They canndt be

cnarged to tne employees' nospital or major medical coverage.

unemployment insurance.- Unemployment insurance was instituted to protects

tne employee and his/her family against the loss of income if the employee

becOmes unemployed due to no fault of his/her own. It has been only in the

last few years that emptoyees of public educational institutions have become

eligible to receive unemployment compensation. n..

Tne rules governing the administration of unemployment compensation

vary from state to state. Therefore, the administrators of each institution

snoula become familiar with the requirements and provisions of the law in

their state.

Professional liability/legal aid. The proli eration of law suits against

teachers and administrators has given rise to th provision of liability

insurance as a fringe benefit. Professional li bility insurance and lhal aid

-are relatively new fringe benefits. While few of the many its filed against

educators are awarded in favor of the plaintiffs, the cos of defense against

such charges could be quite devastating to the average school employee. The

employee time required away from school as a result of the suit can be costly

to the institution. Thus, it is in the interests of both the individual and

the institution to secure the means to handle litigation quickly and at low

average cost. _However, in some states, the governing boards of educational

institutions may not be legally empowered to purchase liability insurance

coverage for employees. In those cases, educators have to provide their own

liability coverage.
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ghen employee,s provide their own insurance, it is usually secured
Othrough a professibnal organization. Many unions and professional organi-
zations include liability insurance as a part of their membership fee.

Legal aid is usually designed to provide legal assistance--including
attorney fees to the employee for matters of a personal nature. Legal aid
benefits, for exampTe, could be used by the employee to sue someone who might
owe the employee money, or to defend the employee against a suit brought
against the employee for failure to pay his/her bills. It would not be used
to defend the employee in a.liability suit growing out of the emfilb-Yee's work.

An institution-may also wish to provide legal advice to its faculty and
staff in the areas of income taxes and estate planning. This is especially
useful since so many of an educator's expenses (e.g., travel, association
dues, offices in the home, professional development, books, relocation costs)
fall into certain deductible categories.

In either case, the aid could be provided by the institution's paying for
a legal aid seryice (with a-fee negotiated 'dm a ba5is sietar to-that used for
grOtip life or health insurance). Alternatively, the institution might retain,
an attorney, or hire one as part of the staff, whose services are available to
all employees.

As in the case of liability insurance, the institution provides these
services only insofar as they significantly boost staff morale and/or reduce
the time lost from work while seeking Iegal/tax advice from other sources..

Tuition reimbursement. As late as the 1960s, school districts often
employed some teachers who had not attained their baccalaureate degree or
other requiremots_for certification. Very few classroom teachers had train-
ing beyond thf bachelor level. Consequently, administrators and governing
boards sought ways to encourage teachers to return to school to obtain fur-
ther education. One strategy used was to pay part or all of the tuition costs
incurred by teachers. Generally, reimbursement was made on the ,basis of Suc-
cessful completion of each course, with little or no restriction pTaced on the
teachers concerning the'appropriatenesS of the course.

Today, because more of these teachers have attained at least their certi-
fication-requirements or a bachelor's degree, administrators and governing
boards are beginning to restrict reimbursement to course work directly related
to the teacher's teaching assignment. Tuition reimbursement might not be paid
to a teacher for course work in administration and/or counseling, for example.
Of course, many of these benefits are also provided to noninstructional staff
members and to nonacademic employees as well. Restrictions are usually placed
on the total number of hours for which an employee may be reimbursed, as well
as on the amount the institution will reimburse the employee per course.

Pension systems. All states have some form-of a public retirement
program for teachers and other professional staff members. Likewise, non-
certificated personnel.are usually eliOble for retirement benefits also.
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Noncertificated employees are usually covered in a separate program from

teachers and other professional staff members.

Several states use social security to supplement thheir retirement pro-

g r aM .

Almost all retirement systems are funded through contributions by both

the institution and the employees. In some states, it is now permissible for

the school district to pay all or a-part of the employee's contribution to the

system. Benefits are usually calculated as a percentage or a fraction of the

final average salary, multiplied by the total number of years of service.

Retirees usually have several options available to them. Those without

dependents may choose to receive the maximum retirement allowance possible,

while those with dependents may choose a *fixed retirement allowance, thus

making provisions for dependents who may survive the'retiree.

'Both the age of retirement and the minimum year's of service have been

decreasing. Whereas 70 years of age and 35 years of_service were once fairly

uniform retirement qualifications, the age requirement has been reduced to

65, 60, 55, and even 50 years of age. The minfaum years of service needed

to qualify for full retirement is down to 30 (in some cases, 25) years of ser-

vice.

Administrators are frequently asked for information about reIirement pro-

grams, qualifications, for retirement,Jbenefits available, and other require-

ments. Administrators should be cautious about giving specific advice to Aft

individuals. Since retirement systems usually employ a trained'staff to counlp

sel with the membership, questions should instead be referred to them. To

Jacilitate this interchange, your instftution should invite them to visit your

institution periodically.

The systems also publish pamphlets and bulletins tha't\describe the bene-

fits, provision requirements, and procedures. In addition, private pension

sy5tem4-h4ve become available, oPerating through bank's (so-caTled Independent

.Retirement Accounts or "IRA") or through specific education-related aSsocl-

ations, such as Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA) and.its

associatet mutual fund, the.College Retirement Equities Firm (CREF).

Th
Tax-sheltered annuities. As a means of helping employees to'regularly

invest funds in order to supplement their income during retirement years,

most educational institutions have made available tax-sheltered or deterred

annuities programs. The only costs tiy the.institution are the accounting and

bookkeeping. ctsts- The institution does not contribute to the program.

Through this voluntary savings program, employees authorize the employer

to withhold a regular amount from each pay. This sum is then forwarded by the

institution to an annuity company (usually one of the employee's choice) for

investment.
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The advantage of the tax-sheltered or deferred annuity program over other

savings and/or investment programs is that the employee does not pay federal
income tax on that part of the income that is withheld. Payment of income tax
is deferred until such time as the employee actually receives the money as an
annuity (thus, the name tax-sheltered or tax-deferred annuity)--at,a time when
the employee is presumably retired and classified in a lower tax bracket.
Thus, the tax-deferred annuity is especially attractive to the employees hard-
est hit by taxes--unmarried faculty or employees whose spouses also work but
who do not have exemptions for dependents.

$ Some annuity companies char a fee for investing the Money for the

eJf

employee; others charge a fee when upds are withdrawn. The first is called
"front-end loading," the latter " ck-end loading."

If possible, the selection ofithe annuity company should be left to the
discretion of the individual employee. However, this may not be feasible in
large educational institutions. The institution's fiscal office will probably
be reluctant to write checks to 25 to 50 different aril-nifty comAnies each,
month. Therefore, it may be advisable to have a committee of those employees
interested in participating in the program do the selecting. The committee
may wish to enlist the aid of a local banker or financial adviser to help with
the evaluAtion and selection. In all probability the committee will wish to
recommenorthree to five companies so that employees have some choice.

Leave and Absence Policies

Leave and absence plans, in one\form or ahother, have become an accepted
fringe benefit in almost every educational institution in the United States.
Leaves and absences are often viewed as a means of maintaining a high level of
quality and efficiency in instructional or administrative service. At times,
it is justified, even imperative, for employees to be absent from regular
duties or assignments. An established leave and absence plan assures staff
members of security, health, and.peace of mind; thus, it can contribute.to
the improvement of the teaching service.'

The kinds of leave found in many educational institutions include
(1) sick 1eave,12) leave to attend to illness/death within the immediate
family, (3) personal leave, (4) maternity/paternity leave, (5) sabbatical
leave, (6) leave for military duty, and (7) jury duty leave. Other authorized
absences include holidays and.vacations. Some of these kinds of absences are
related to the-issue of severance pay, and they all affect the scheduling of
work.

Sick and disability leaves. In a recent study by- t e Educational
Research Service (ERS), 99.7 percent of the public sc'heol systems surveyed
were found to provide sick leave for teachers. Almost 65 percent of the
school districts grant'from 10 to 12 days of sick leave per year. Over 63
percent of the surveyed districts reported that teachers could accumulate at
least 175 days of sick leave, with 44 percent reporting that teachers could
accumulate an unlimited number of sick leave days.



4 many school districts, sick leave may be used to tend to a sick child,

parent, spouse, or other relative who resides in the employee's househald.

Use of sick leave to attend the funeral of a nonresident family member?' is

usually restricted just to the time of the funeral.

Today, proof of illness from a physician is_generally no longer required.

Proof of illness was eliminated because (1) faculty/staff members objected to

the requirement of providing a statement from a physician, (2) seeing a doctor

was often an unnecessary expense, and (3) proof af illness became a meaning-

less pro forma regulation.

The liberalization of sick leave provisions has created a number of prob-

lems for school administrators and governing boards. Some school employees

regard the allotted number of sick leave dajs as giving them a right to be

absent from work for that many days. Absenteeism has generally increased,

and substitute teacher costs have correspondingly increased. The use of sick

leave on nonpayday Fridays and the Mondays following payday has been found to

be signifitantly higher than other days in many school districts.
s,

!fit4z,

Maternity/paternity leaves. The attitudes toward leaves of absence for

pregnancy have undergone dramatic change during the past decade. Formerly,

pregnancy was treated as a disability. Employers argued that female employ-

ees had a choice in the matter. Therefore, it was felt that the employee

should not receive compensation for any absence associated with the pregnancy.

Gradually, employers accepted the notion that sick leave could be used when

the expectant mother was/absent due to complications in the pregnancy.

Recent court decisions and state and federal legislation have resulted AI/
a signficalit expansion of the circumstances in which women may be compensated

for absences associated with pregnancy. Pregnancy is now generally considered

more simila'r to the situations involved with an illness, rather than a dis-

ability, thOs qualifying the expectant mother for sick leave. '

Court decisions have also held that employers, includin.1 school dis-

tricts, cannot,require a pregnant employee to take a leave or .quit work at a

specified time or date during the pregnancy, e.g., after the fifth month of

pregnancy. Unless there is a demonstrable deterioration in her performante,

the courts have generally held that the pregnant employee and herphysician

may determine when she should take a maternity leave to deliver. Likewise,

some institutions also recognize the need for the father to be available

around the time of deliverY, and have allowed his use of the same type of

leave.

Employers may require the pregnantemployee to report the pregnancy and

to indicate the approximate delivery date. They may also require a statement

from the employee's physician that she is able to perform her regular work

assignment without harm to either herself or to her unborn child.

Return to work after delivery has also been of concern to boards and

administrators. Generally, the employee may reasonably be expected to return
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work thin six weeks after delivery. However, complications might'4Qtend
his per od.

Emergency/personal leaves. Unions have made a strong push during the
,pa ten years to obtain paid leaves for short periods of time for emergency

or personal reasons. ApproxiMately 96 percent of the school districts sur,-
veyed by the EkS reported that teachers were granted one or more days of paid
leave per year fop emergency/personal reasons. Almost two-thirds of the dis-
tricts reported that.such leaves'were not charged to sick leave.

A growing trend has been that employees may use personal leave for rea-
sons that the employee may determine, i.e., the board or administration does
not have authority to deny a leave request. However, most educational insti-
tutions do at least require that, where possible, the administration receive
advance notice of the intended absence. Restrictions may also be placed on
these leaves so that they cannot be used to extend holiday breaks and vacation
periods. Personal leave days are not usually accumulative from one year to
the next.

. 4

Sabbatical leaves. Professional study ( rmal, independent, or.both) is

tne primary purpose of sabbatica1,1eaves. Suc1 leaves may permit tr.avel,or
work in a business or industry related to the teaching area in lieu of formal
study. While some governing board members and administrators regard sab-
batical leaves as an unwarranted and unnecessary luxury, others are more
farsighted and view the leaves as a means of keeping the teaching staff up
to date on current educational practices. The sabbatical thus serves as a

Allpeans of renewal for individual staff members, enabling them to break away
1IFfrom their usual routine and familiar environment.

ERS has reported that, in the 1977-78 school year, 63 percent of the
responding school districts provided sabbatical leaves. Sixty-five percent

11J1"'4

of those districts that vide sabbatical leaves pay the employee a percent-

age of his/her regular salary. Almost 10 percent of the dij,tricts paid the

full salary, less t ost of the substitute teacher or .otfier staff member

required. Fourteen percent of the districts granting sabbaticals paid no

salaryl

In order to be eligible for a sabbatical leave, distn.icts generally
require that the employee, on the average, have worked in the district at
least seven years.

Institutions granting sabbatical leaves also usually require that the
recipient serve a specified period of service immediatel following the

sabbatical leave. Most often, employees are requireeto rve one to three

years following the sabbatical.

In order to prevent excessive costs for sabbatical leaves in any one
school year, many schoolFor colleges limit the number of staff members who
can go on leave at any one timed
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Miscellaneous leaves. Data concerning other kinds of leaves are pre-

% sented in the following sample 10. This information was extracted from the 0
1978 study of fringe benefits conducted by ERS.

Holidays. In most states, the legislature hassacted to designate certain

dates as legal holidays for public employees. These days usually include, but

are not limited, to the following:

New Year's Day
Memorial Day
Independence, Day

Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day or Chinukah

Veterans Day, the birthday of Presidents Washington and Lincoln, Coiumbus

Day; state birthdays, and election day are also legal holidays in some states.
Recently, efforts have been made to make the birthday of Martin Luther King

a national holiday, and many state legislatures have already acted in this

regard.

In addition to those holidays listed above, nrost school districts have

made the day following Thanksgiving a holiday. Vacations or recesses are

often scheduled before and after Christmas Day. Similarly, many school dis-

tricts.now schedule spring vacations. This vacation period often coincides

with seasonal religious holidays (Passover or Good Friday and Easter).

Generally, public school systems provide employees with-9-11 holidays, III

exclusive of the Christmas and spring recesses.

From an educational standpoint, there is some evidence to suggest that

holidays and short vacations during the school,year benefit both teaching

(

personnel arid students. T ese breakS, ;'' operly spaced throughout the school

year, help teachers avoid or overcome teacher burn-out by Providing them with

an opportunity to become re reshed and to overcome the tendency to follow

routine patterns of operation. Student behavior, particularly at the high

school level, seems to improvejallowing the short vacation. Absenteeism

also seems to,be reduced.

Because public high schools are requfred to be in session for a minimum

number of days (180-185 days usually), holidays and vacations falling during 41

the school year do not reduce the total instructional time provided to stu-

dents. Postsecondary institutions are concerned with the number of instruc-

tional days in a semester, trimester, quarter, or other term. Often they can

schedule inter-term breaks so as to coincide with Christmas and spring vaca-

tions.

Employees who are required to work on holidays (usually nonacademic
employees) are usually paid a premium forworking on a legal holiday. That

premium maY vary from one.and one-hall t6.66 times the employee's regular

daily rate of pay. Alternatively, some employees are granted compensatory
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SAMPLE 10

OTHER LEAVES FOR TEACHERS 1977-78

Percent of,Leaves Charged to:

Type of

Leave

Percent of
School Districts
Granting Leaves

Personal/
Emergency

Sick ;

Leave

With-

out

Pay

. Other-
wise

ProVided

.--

Religious 59 69 6 9 16

Military 75, 17 1 41 41*

Jury 85 27, 1 6 66*

Professional 76 23 1 15 61

*In the cases of jury ar military duty'(usually Reserve/National Girard summer

camps), the employee receives pay from that source also. It is recommended
that the institution at least supplement the pay up to the average daily
earnings. As a gesture to promote the acceptance of these important civic
responsibilities, the board may wish to provide complete payment of salary,
up to a prescribed maximum, provided the call to duty was not voluAary.

7 3
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time off when they work on holidays. The.cOmpensat ry time is usually cal-

culated on the same basis as-overtime pay; i.e., e and one-half days to twol
days off for each holiday worked, Usually, " p time" must be taken within_a

specified time period after the-overtime w worked.

Vacations. Vacations are fOr the mutual benefit of both employees and

employers. The employee who returns to work after a period of rest and
relaxation, who has had some free time with his/her family, or who has taken

time to tend to personal affairs, is a more productive and valuable employee.
A vacation is also one of the attractions that an employer may offer to its
employees to remain on the,payroll or to become employees in the first place:

While a vacation may be regarded as an earned or deferred compensatidn,
it may also be considered an investment by the employer in promoting the
_longevity of service of its employeesand in developing a more productive

work force. Aowever, it might be kept in mind that employees have no inherent

right to vacations. Vacation privileges arise from the employer's practice

and/or desire to provide for its employees.

educational institutions, provision of vacations-is usually limited to
those employees who work a full calendar year, i.e., employed and working for

12 months or 52 weeks. Those who work less than the 12 months, are not on-

sidered to have the same needs for vacation as do 12-month employees.

sually an employee earns a limlted number of days of vacation after one

year f employmeat (5 to 10 days). The number of days of vacation that may be

earned usually increases with the number of years of continuous service (i.e.411

15 days with 5 years of service, 20 days with 10 years of service) or with

promotion.

Vacation days usually must be used within, a specified period of_time;

seldom are employees permitted to accumulate them. To do so would be contrary

to the rationale for granting vacations (i.e., employees need and benefit from

time away from the job) and would tend to work,a hardship on the' employer when

the employee is absent for excessively long 0-eriods of time. A developing

trend-is to,permit employeeS to use vacation as it is earned rather than to

require that the employee not take vacation until the year has been completed
(except possibly for the first half or full year of employment).

, -

From the employee's standpoint, the ability to take a vaca6on--and the
prerogative to take it at a time that he/she personally selects-Lis a valu-
able right, but it is a "right" that must be'limited by consideration of the

employer's needs.

Severance pay. Of course, at the end of_his/her employment, a staff
member might still have some vacation time left that cannot feasibly be used.

This is even more likely to occur-with sick leave. Because of these and other

situations, school employee unions, have been seeking severance dr terminal pay

in addition to retirement benefits for more.than ten years. Over the past

five or six years, a trend has developed to jrant such pay. The severance pay

benefit is regarded as an aid to the employee in b-ridging the gap between full
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illiervice with full pay and retirement on a pension.. It may also be regarded as

bonus for long and dedicated service, with a minimum of absence from duty.

Used to give the teacher an incentive to remain on the job with a mini-
mum of absences, severance/terminal pay is usually based on the employee's

unused, accumulated, sick leave and/or vacation time. In 1977-78, approxi-

mately 38 percent of the school districts in ERS's study reported a severance

pay plan. Slightly over 50 percent of those'districts with severance pay
plans based the amount of.severance pay due to the_employee on the accumulated

sick leave. Another 20 percent based the amount of pay on a combination of

accumulated sick leave and years of service.
4

Scheduling work and absences. In business and industry, the scheduling

of vacation has, within certain iimits, been held to be a prerogative of

management. The needs of the business and the maintenance of production are
important considerations that the employee must recognize. Similarly, in edu-

cational institutions, the very nature of the school year dictates, to some
extent, when vacations or other leaves will be taken. However, a recent trend

appears to be developing wherein 12-monteemployees are taking vacations even

during times when school is in session. The theory here is that the work load,

of 12-month,employees is no greater during the time school is in session than

it is during the summer months. Otherwise, the need for 12-month employment

Would be:subject to question.

Nevertheless, certain.times of the year are more crucial than others.

- For example, the two to three weeks before and after classes resume in the

all are usually hectic times. Many people, ranging from directors and coun-
,selors to custodians and secretaries, are essential for the smooth operation
of the.institution and cannot expect to take vacations at these times.

Another important consideration in scheduling vacations is whether or

not a substitute will be required for the vacationing employee. A substitute

might be required for g school custodian if he/she were to take a vacation

during the time school is actuallY in session. If the custodian were to take

a vacation during the time school c1rr session, a substitute might not be

required:,

()tithe other side of the issue, sometimes emOloyees must work when every-

, one else is enjoying a holiday or other time off. For them, compensatory time

off is often granted in lieu of Overtime.-*This.enables.*the fhstitution to

meet peak demands for needelkservices while maintaining re-WvOy'stable pay-

roll tosts. However, ComPensatory time off must be granted within a very few

days after the overtime was worked. The dtsadvantage of compensatory time off

is that the organization must operate shorthanded when the employee is absent.

In summary, the uheduling of vacations particularly, and compensatory

time off to a lesser degree, requires that the institution's administratiori
plan ahead so that there will be adequate human resources available to carry

out the work of the institution.



(Optional
Activity

C/Optional
VActiyity

Yo may wish to arrange through your resource person to visit
and interview someone who is experienced in choosing fringe
benefit plans (including leave a40-absence policies) for edu-
cational institutions. This could be a consultant in this
field or an educational,administrator who has been familiar
with the benefit and leave programs in a variety of institu-
tions over a period of time.

During your discussions, you might want to seek the answers to
questions such as the following:,

What are the'most common/popular fringe benefits being
provided'for faculty and staff?

Does this state have any laws that limit the selection
of insurance, retirement, or annuity programs?

How can adhinistrators obtain a high value-of benefit§
in the face of inflating costs, and still meet the demands
of their employees?

Approximately how many administrators and clerical -staff
are required to manage the variouS aspects of benefits
programs (including those who monitor vacations and other
absences)? Is a computer used?

Are any types of leaves or insurance programs being
abused to any great extent? How might this be controlled?Amh

What percentage of your total compensation costs consist IV
of benefits rath4r than salary?

You may wish,to examine some brochures.Or, other forms of infor-
mation about the benefits provided for emploYees in educational
institutions in your'area or $tate. You could arrange (Perhaps
through your resource person) to review sucti documents from
each of three to'five institutions. As you look through them,
you could ask Auestions such as the following:

What benefits seem to be genefally prPvided (that iS, by
all those institutions whose brochures you are examining)?

What unique benefits plans are provided?

Are there differences in the means by wh ch institutions
administer these benefits (for example, w do employees,
efirolT, file Claims, or secure coverage for their depen-
Aents)?
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The following "Case Studies" describe how an administrator made
several decisions about benefits and leave provisions at a
vocational education institution. Read the general situation
for background information. Then read each of the case studies
and critique in writing the performance of the administrator
described, using te questions at the end of each case study tO
guide you.

CASE STUDIES

General Situation:

Mr. Pat Bricker is the vice-president for administration at High Hope?
Technical College (HHTC).-7The college faculty has not_yet unionized,:but
Mr. Bricker nevertheless feels compelled to give the faculty,'as well'as the
administrative and support staff, the best possible pack'age of benefits that
next year's budget will dflow. First, he will be looking at the current,
overall set of benefits; then, he will be developing recommendations about
specific aspects of the.benefits provided.

Case Study 1:

mr
In analyzing the current set of benefits and the ways in which they are,

ovided, Mr. Bricker considered these criteria: value of the benefits to
the employee, cost of the benefits to the institution, instituti.onal ability.
tO aftinister the benefits, -degree to Which local facilities are used, and
employee preferences or use. Of these five factors, he gave the laSt one the
greatest weight.

ps,. OriApr 4ee thopqrrect fitpe
a,re, 71114 44 -
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Case Study 2:

The staff at HHTC consists of 30 "sihgle" persons (those without spouse

or children) and 70 who have dependents. "1".t year, the ayerage health insur-

ance claim was $200 per single staff rson and $500 per family. The choices

for the coming year's insurance are theseI

Plan "A"
$100 deductible per single employee, $200 deductible per family,

90 percent co-insurance; premium cast to institution = $24,000 ,

Plan "B"
$50 deductible per single employee, $150 deductible per family,

80 percent co-insurance; premium cost to institution = $26,000

Choosing on the bases of both cost to the institution and the value to

tne employee, Mr. Bricker selected Plan "A." .

prt: ti* has_ ifg-Qf c)43t kQcgnb cotottonig
idiziciions

Case Study

Mr. Bricker has ldhg wondereeltiy HUN allows employees to participate in-

a tax-deferred annuithplan. As he sees it, the only difference between-an

annuity and their stat-bIrequired teacher/public employees retirement Syitem iS-

that th* annuity allow5 payment of retiremeht benefits before-age 60 or 25 -=----

years of service. Therefore, heproposes to eliminate the anquity optton for
_ _

the coming year..

.A;10k#14,
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Case Study 4:

The'HHTC tuition reimbursement plan enables all employees to,take only
one course per quarter, up to a cost of $150 per quarter, providtd_the course
relates exactly to the employee's current ass,ignment. In an effort to broaden
the appeal of this benefit, mr. Bricker will recommedd that the number of
courses, fee naximum, and course subject requirements be removed.

-
44om44 thOso 145irttagoysi, it0urf*in-*r*iosa
tiatt44e.**t,
have,Aperk-

Case study 5:

_

Mr. Bricker is conducting an orientation interview with Ms. Evejai , a ,
.new teacher. In response to her gOestion-dboOt what- 'Personal leave" e ails,
he has_cited the following examplei"./ to attend the funeral of a member of the
immediate famiT3 7 to serve on,a jury, to intervtew for arrdther job, and to
take a day off even though ner accumulated vacation tiMe has been all used up.



z

Case Study b:

As ne reviews the limits on accumulation of sick leave and vacation

time, Mr. bricker is pondering why these limits have been established. He

recognizes that it is to both the institution's and the individbal's benefit

to stay home when he/she is ill, both to hasten recovery and to prevent the

spread of a possibly contagious ailment. Likewise, taking a break from work

periodically gives the employee a fresh perspective and increases his/her,,

productivity. If an employee cannot 'hoard sick leave or vacation time, then

these practices will probably be encouraged.

As an extension of this thinking, Mr. Bricker has concluded that there is

o reason to allow a departing employee to receive any cash in lieu of unused

CA Leave or vacation time, and thus will recommend those options be' termi-

na ed, regardless of the reason the employee js leaving.

the 2atiiWôf kia islasommAbc44. :kw!, aOn cr4pA ofOta-
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Compare lyo r completed written jltiques with the "Model Cri-

tiques" gi en below. Your responses need not exactly duplicate
the model esponses; however, you should have covered the same
major point .

MODEL CRITIQUES'

1. Mr. Bricker used four correct factors, but "utilization of local facili-
ties" is not one of them; he overlooked the one about value to the insti-
tution.

Not employee preference, but cost,to the institution, in the final anal"y-
would probably be the dominant criterion in determining which benefit

plan to provide. After all, if the institution cannot afford the program,
it does not matter how valuable it is to the institution, or how valuable

ir and preferred it is by.the employees, or how easy it is to administer.
However, "cost" should be defined rather broadly, since the 1 ss of dis-

gruntled employees, excessive absenteeism, time spent in resol griev-

ances, or reduced productivity_ wi1.1, eventually cost the school or college

in more tangible terms.

2. Plan A is indeed b.:g iIi:te'rins of institutional cost; however, Plan 8 is
better in terms of value to the employees because it requires them to pay
le\,money is Oart-af their share of the expensqs:

"A" 30 single enplOyees each pay $100 (the deductible portion) plus
10 percent (the insurance pays 90 percent) of the $100 remaining

,-. from the average bill of $200; 30 x $110 = $3,300. ',

70 employees with families eich pay $200 tøuctible part) plus
10 percent of $300 remaining 1,roman average bill of $500; 70 x

$230 = $16,100

Total, Plan A = $19,400

"8" 30 single employees each pa $50 (the deductible portion) plus
20 percent (the insurance pa 80 percent), of the $150 remairling

from the average bill of $200; 30 x 80 = $2,400.

70 employees with families each pay $150 (the deductible part) plus

0

of $3p remaining from an:average bill of $500; 70 x

($1 + $70) = 70 x $220 = $15,400.

Total, Plan B = $17,800

(Note: If the administration or board instead selected Plan "A", because
its premium is $2,000 less ($26,000-$24,000),.they could afford to spend
that $2,000 on some other benefit--even'an 9utright grant or bonus of up

-



to $20 to each of 100 employees--and perhaps achieve greater net employeemm,

satisfaction.)
. 111,

3. A state pension plan is designed strictly for retirement, requiring an

established number of years of service, or age, or both, as eligibility

for payments. Both the educational institution and the teacher or other

employee are reFirliTed to pay certain percentages of the base salary into

the fund. Thii175Yee's entire base salary, including his/her pension
fund "contribution," is subject to federal income taxes.

A tax-deferred annuity consists of a regular, but voluntary, payment-by

the employee only (up to a maximum established by state law and board

policy). The money is invested by a firm in stocks, 6onds, and other \

sir:7jties, and the proceeds are accumulated in the employee's account.
At any time he/she requests it, the account may be paid back to the,

employee/investor (usually, but not necessarily, in monthly or annual

increments upon retirement). Only at that time are the_uoceeds taxed;

the amouft of the input into the fund was deducted &Oil faxable income

durinkth employee's working years.

Since Many of the employees prObably want to limit their current tax

and also add flekibility to their r)rement plans, the insti-

tution "ghould allow them to continue to partici-pate. There's not-much

cost or bother to the institution, provided there are only three or four

annuity'companies that they have to deal with (for employee deductions).

4 There are, perhaps, some good reasons to limit the number of courses fore

which reimbyrsement is allowed, or the dollar amount of reimbursement.

These reasons include (1) to reduce the total cost of this program, (2) to

prevent overuse or abuse, or (3) to preclude heavy use at the beginning of

the fiscal year, which could deplete all the budgeted funds before others

can use the benefits later in the year.

Instead of simply requiring that the Courses for which aid is given should

be work-related, the policy could be made more flexible by requiring that

courses be part of a staff development plan, jointly developed by the

employee and a superVisor or staff development coordinator. In which

case, even avocational or general education classes might very well be

shown to have value. -The technologies that are the subject ofimost voca-

tional courses are rapidly changing, and the teacher must be able to keep

abreast of those developments.

Furthermore,.it is beneficial for both the instructional and adminis-

trative staff to be exposed to new ideas about,the learning procas and

the.national educational, economic, and social environments. Therefore,

financial aid for enroll ent in these courses will enhance staff pro-

ductivity, morale, and vic involvement.

Mr. Bricker could also consider adding tuition waivers- for membe s of

employees' families. Tuition waivers serve as an inducement for em to

attend NKTC, increasing its enrAlmen,t.,(and perhaps revenue from state
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subsidy), strengthening family unity and understanding of the employee's
role, and promoting good public relations. ,

0

For these family tuition waivers, limits might be imposed concerning total
number of dependents using the waiver per term, or regarding total number
of terms per dependent or family, or for waiving only a portion of the
tuition. Alternatively, employees might be asked, at budget time, to
forecast the amount of tuition waiver they Will seek.

5. Personal leave is applied in those cases Wpen (1) absence under other
categories is not appropriate, (2) the=jnhiliidual might be embarrassed to
mention.the reason for requesting,absence, or (3),all authorized vacation
or sick leave has been expended. lAus, Mr. EritkeF's first two examples
were wrong, since they are usually provided-for specifically by jury leave
and sick (or death/bereavement) leave-pblicies. Other typical, legitimate
reasons for using personal days might include remaining at home to assist
a repairer with the washing machine, picking up a friend at the airport,
working on an outside consulting assignment (if law permits), or recover-
ing from fhe faculty recognition banquet.

6. Mr. Bricker has reasoned correctly about why to limit the accumulation of
sick leave and vacation time. However, he should recognize that it is
valuable to allow limited amounts of unused sick leave or vacation time to
ipe converted to cash, payable upon retirement or resignation as a bonus
for faithful attendance. More compassionately,-this type of unused leave
could be used as 'a partial basis for severance pay granted to ease the'

-411
transition of an employee who is retiring or must be dismissed, especially
if due to the termination of a program or to financial exigency.

Level of Performance: Your completed written, critiques should haVe-covered
the same major pOnts as the "Model Critiques." If you missed some points or
have quesITEITi- about any -additional points you made, review the material in
the information sheet, "Choosing and_Admini#tering Fringe Benefits and Leave
and Absence POlictes," pp. 57-75, or check with your resource person if neces-
sary.
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Axtivity

Learning

FINAL

Experience IV

EXPERIENCE

While working in an actual administrative situation, manage
sthool personnel affairs.*

As part of yo'ur administrative responsibility, manage school
personnel affairs for a vocational education institution.or

program. This will include-- .
.- preparl ng or reviii ng .personnel proCedures

keeping staff informed of personnel- policies.-an
pfdteddres through a handbook, meetingt; mertiOrancia>-

bulletin board postings, and/or newsletterS

establishing or revising and operating a grievancp
resol uti WI procedure

selecting....and_a.dmidstering s_tif_f_Lbgnefit programs,

ilicTUding -Tuve' and absente

NOTE: As you complete each of the 'above activities, docik-
ment your actions (in writing, on_tape, through a log), for

.

assessment purposes. _ -- .

7,

continued

*If you are not currently working in an actual administrative situation, this
learning experience may be deferred, with the approval Of your resource .per-
son, until you have access to an actual administrative situation.
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FINAL EXPERIENCE continued

Arrange to have your resource person review the_documenta-.

tion of your_activities_and_aDy.PTOOucts deve10.0_und@r_.-___

your lead rship. If possible, arrange to have-your resourc

_person obs rve at least one instance in which your are work-

ing with o hers in managing school personnel affairs (e.gk,_

talking w th staff members about the benefits, package fOr

the next mp1oyment year).

Your total competency will be assessed by your resource per-

son, using the "Administrator Performance AssessMent Form,"

pp. 8748.

Based upon theoriteria specified in this assessment.instru

ment, your resource person will determine whether-you are

competent in managing school personnel affairs.

z
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Name

Date

ADMINISTRATOR PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM

Manage School Personnel Affairs

Directions: Indicate the level of the administrator's accomplishment by plac-
ing an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading. If,

because of special circumstances, a performance component was not applicable,
or inipossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

While-establishing a foundation-for personnel

.operatipns, the administrator:

% .

411. _prepared or modified general personnel

policies

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

(C&
t40.' %..)P V is G°

A
t*

El 0 ID --0

2. involved staff members in the reView or &aft--

. 0 0 0ing of policies and procedures
, El:

3. secured board approval of personnel policies... 0 0 Ei

4. publiShed.personnel policies and vroCedureS
in- a suitable handbook-, manual,-or other form.. Ey--0 0 0

5. developed and oper-ated a personnel_records,
filing, and reporting syStem -0441.4.4000-4-044 -0. 0 0 0

6. emphasized and sup lemented the notification
_of personnel polici s/procedures through use
Of a periodic staff information newsletter,
buIletinsniemoranda-,. staff meeting-si etc Li E]

While es ablishing and operating a staff grievance ,

-procedUr the administrator:

7. invOl d menibers of t staff, faculty/staff .

unions; r-other-prof ssional collecttve bar-
gaining rganizations----

,
la El El _ID



8. secured legal review and/or regulatory agenci_

opinions of procedures while in Iheir draft-
,

form

LEVELOF PERF_PRMANiii.

G
tee. cp't ovr- deN

9, provided a series of grievance steps with

specifft time limits_, but usin9 informal

_ procedures as much as possible

10. conducted a grievance hearing in accordance

with written procedures
_

11. selected impartial arbitrators.

12. allowed legal representatives when required._

.

_
While administering a staff benefits program, the _

administrator:

13.- periodically evaluated bei*fit-S in terms of

cost, value, use,-acceptance_by employeeS,

and-ease-of administration...

1 . involved both-professional consultTa-nts,and
members of-the-staff in periodic selection&

of benefit levels and types *

-15.-_provided clerical assistance,forAhe beneftts ,

program

16: -publicized-information abbut benefits pro-:

rams, intluding coverage and applicability;

enrollment, claims-procedures,-etc

7..-arranged for legal advice on behalf of staff

when needed ..

18. developed and_administered policies on leaves
and bstter absences and kept needed records

E D E

.0 J E J
El El El El

El El El El

level-of Performance:= All itemS*Must reCeilie N/Ai_ GOODi-or EXOELLENT

responses. If any iten_receiyes a NONE, POOR, or FAIR tespose, theadminiS

-trator and resource-person should meet to determine what Additional 'activities

--the-administrdtor needs to CoMpTetelh-order to reach competency in pie weal<
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